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ARIETTA AS A SCOUT
By AN OLD SCOUT
I

CHAPTER I.
THE QAMP ON THE BANK OF THE LITTLE COLORADO.

On the banks of the river known as the Little Colorado,
in the northern part of the territory of Arizona, a party of
eight were just going into camp.
The sun was sinking low in the West, and as the day had
been a hot one, the travelers seemed to be much relieved
when th.ey got in the shade of the trees that lined the bank
of the stream at that point.
At the time of which we write this particular portion
was in a very wild and unsettled state.
While gold and silver mining were carried on to quite an
extent in various parts of the territory, there were parts
of it where the foot of the white man had never trod.
And the trails that led over the arid plains and pieturesque mountains were dangerous to travel, too, since
lawless bands of white men and treacherous Indians were
apt to .be met with along them at almost any time.
The party of travelers we have just mentioned was a
well-equipped one, as might have been seen as the two packhorses were being unloaded of the camping outfit and necessaries for a jaunt through such a wild and dangerous country.
But when we say that there were three females in it the
reader will understand that the equipments should consist of
more than a party of male travelers would be apt ·to have.
Two girls of seventeen or eighteen, a l;i.dy of perhaps
twenty-five, two young fellows of twenty, a man of thirty and
two Chinamen. That constituted the party.
The leader was no other than Young Wild West, the
dashing young Prince of the Saddle and acknowledged Champion Deadshot of the West, a boy who has figured in more
daring adventures and hairbreadth escapes than has been
the lot of many a man of the West three times his age.
Of the average height and weight,· built after the fashion
of a trained athlete, with muscles like iron and the agility
of a cat, Young Wild West could cope with any foe that
came along, and his quickness, great skill and coolness always
made him come out the wi~ner.
As we find him on the banks of the Little Colorado on
this particular evening he was attired in a fancy huntingsuit of buckskin, blue silk shirt, light-hued .sombrero and
riding-boots. A belt was about the supple waist of the boy,
and in this could be seen a brace o~ revolvers and a keenedged hunting-knife, while over his shoulder hung a Win·chester repeating rifle of the latest model of the day.
His handsome face dark-brown eyes and wealth of chestnut hair that hung ~ver his shoulders gave him every appearance of being all we have described him to be, and as he
removed the saddle and bridle from the splendid sorrel stal-

lion he had just dismounted from, there was ease and grace
·
in his every movement.
Cheyenne Charli.e was the man of the party. He was a
trifle over .six feet tall, straight as an arrow, and as he was
an ex-government scout and Indian :(i.ghter, he had surely
been through the "mill," to use the expression.
He was attired in a style similar to Young Wild West,
and his long black hair and mustache gave him what might
be called a distinguished l.ook.
Jim Dart was the other boy. He was about the same age
as our hero, was well built and very active-looking, and,
.having been born and reared on the border, was used to all
sorts of dangers.
These three were partners-not only in gold mining, but
in every-day life, for they were almost inseparable companions and liked one another as well as three brothers might
•
have done.
Though Cheyenne Charlie was ten years older than either
of the boys, he always looked to Young Wild West for advice upon all things. Some are born to be leaders, and
Young Wild West was certainly one of them.
The young ladies with them-or girls, as they always
called them-were Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, Arietta Murdock, the pretty golden-haired sweetheart of Young
Wild West, and Eloise Gardner, a rather delicate brunette,
who some day hoped to become the better half of Jim Dart.
The two Chinamen we have mentioned were the servants
our friends had brought with them.
They were brothers and bore the names of Wing Wah and
Hop Wah, respectively.
Both had proved themselves of more than ordinary use to
the party many times.
However, it might be hinted right here that Hop Wah
was a fellow who needed watching sometimes.
He was a confirmed gambler, and once in a while he would
take a notion' to steal something that was of no use to him
and then lie out of it, even if it was found in his possession.
There was a whole lot that was comical about the two
brothers from the Flowery Kingdom, and this added to their
interest to the party.
Young Wild West and his friends had left the ranch in
the southern part of the territory they had been making
their headquarters at for a trip to the North.
They had two reasons . in making the trip. One was to
hunt for adventure and the other was to look for gold.
As they were well used to ·the saddle and had excellent
horses, they had covered a good many miles during the
last five days.
They had found plenty of game as they came along and
.
.
enjoyed ~he sp~:>rt of shooting ~t.
But Anzona is not ove:run with gam~ m some parts of it.
In some places vegetation scarcely exists, much less .e:ame.
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Deserts of alkali dust are numerous, and upon them noth- · "Oh, no! I mean when we do get the chai;ice, of course.
ing will grow but a burning thirst and a desire for somethinR" Quite often we have had to go without anythmg for a supBut that has always been when danger '".as afloat.
~reen and growing from the weary pilgrim who crosses per.
Just now everything seems to be as. smooth as, a pme board.
them.
But on the banks of the big rivers of the territory every- It's funny! But I soon g~t t~red ~f it wi:ien thm~s run along
too smoothly. There is nothmg hke a httle excitement now
thing flourished.
,
The grass was of the best for food for cattle and horses, and then."
"We ain't found much since we left ther ranch, but we 11
and the semi-tropical trees, shrubs and wild flowers were in
have plenty of it afore we git much further, I reckon," obabundance.
A more pleasant spot to camp could hardly have been served the scout. "Hello! Here comes someb?dy!".
He arose to his feet as he spoke, and, follo:wmg his ~~ze,
found on the face of this green earth than that selected by
Wild and the rest saw half a dozen rough-lookmg men ridmg
Young Wild West and his friends.
Cool and inviting, with the fragrance of the wild. flowers along the river bank toward them.
They came from the north, too, showing that they had
filling the air and the murmur of the waters of the Little
Colorado to rnake music for those who cared to listen as it been where our party of friends ~as heading .for. .
Mounted on rusty-looking pomes and bemg dirty ~nd
flowed along to the northwest, only to empty into the big
stream it had taken its name from, the spot was what might ragged themselves, the men did not look very prepossessmg.
They did not halt until they got right to the camp, and
be called entrancing by some.
But our friencj.s were used to seeing all sorts of beautiful then in a free-and-easy way the man, who acted as though
spots throughout the great wilderness of the West, so they he was their leader, observed:
"Are we too late fur supper?"
looked more for the comfort the place would afford than
Young Wild West had been · looking them over quic~ly
they did to its beauty.
"I guess this is about as good a place as we can find," with his practiced eye, and he had come to the conclusion
Young Wild West had remarked as he called a halt. "There that they were a bad lot.
As they had cooking utensils with them and the carcass
is everything here that we want, and that group of rocks
there would afford an excellent shelter in case we are at- of a buci< was thrown over one of the ponies behind the
r ider, he thought they were capable of getting their own
'
tacked before morning."
"Right you are, Wild!" Cheyenne Charlie retorted, so then supper.
,
"Yes vou a1·e too late for supper," he answered. 'Our
they dismounted.
The two Chinamen had thrown off all signs of laziness fire ha~ about gone out, and we don't care about starting it
now, and they unloaded the two pack-horses in no time and up a gain just now."
"\Yell, s'pose we start it un? I reckon you've got better
then began putting up two tents in the places Wild selected
grub than what we have. We like a good meal once in a
for them.
As soon as the horses had been fixed so they could help while as well as you do."
H e lcoked :.it the girls as he said this and grinned as
themselves to the bountiful feast natm·e had nrovided for
them, Wild and his two partners started in to ·help get the though he hacl said a very smart thing.
· "Why can't them young ladies cook supper fur us?" spoke
camp in shape.
When. they all got at it the task was completed in a very up one of the others, as he got oft' his i:iorse. "I,, reckon
·
short time.
no gal is too good ter cook grub fur a tired man.
The girls in their neat himting-~.kirts of buckskin and
"~ee here, my friend," said Young Wild West calmly,
bright-colored waist& looking charming enough as they flitted "vou take my advice and cook your own j"rub. There are
supper.
for
about in the preparations
nienty of places along the river as good as this, and you had
Jim Dart soon !ltarted a fire for them and then Wing better r.o and find one before it gets dark."
·
\¥ah, who was the cook, really started in.
';I reckon this place right here is good enough fur us,"
But the girls liked to help Ving wHh his duties sometimes, e::claimed the spokesman of the narty. "\Ve're goin' ter
and he wa s always pleased when th('y did.
take possession here, an' if you fellers don't like it you kin
They }\ad a good supply of venison that had been salted git out!"
and smoked on the way, and also a co11ple of haunches from
"We are not in the habit of doing things that way."
a deer that had been shot at daylight that morning by Chey"I reckon not!" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "It will take
enne Charlie, which was just fit to eat now.
a bigger gang of measly coyotes than you are to make us git
While the Chinaman was preparing the me:1t for broiling away from here!"
Anna busied herself with making some com-cakes which she
"It will, hey?" and the man drew a revolver from his
intended to bake in the frying-pans thev had, turning them beH.
over occasionally to prevent their burninP".
Then something happened I
Anna was an adapt at making coi11-cakes, and her husband's mouth began to water when he saw what she was
up to.
"Don't fondt to make plenty, Anna," he · sa id. "I'm mighty
CH ~' PTER II.
hungry somehow."
"As if you were ever anything els~ when mealtime ca me
THE BLAZED TRAIL.
around," laughed his wife.. "\Vell, I wiU. make enough, I
assure you."
There were just six in the gang that had stopped at the
Some potat oes were already on the coals undergoing a
roasting, so when the corn-cakes were ready to go on the fire camp of Young Wild West, and it is safe to say that never
all was needed v·as the co£'ee to be put on and the venison were there six more surprised mortals than they were when
the leader drew a revolver and acted threateningly.
steaks to be broiled.
He had barely got the shooter from the holster when there
But this pa rt "·as quite easy, and with all giving a hand
over the big fire when it had burned down so there was a was a sharp report and it dropped from hi!r hand.
big space of glowing coals, it was easy to get supper ready. " Young Wild West stood before him, a sipj.le on his face
While the water they got from the river was not of the and a smoking revolver in his hand.
The bullet had simply grazed the elbow of the rascal, but
clearest, it was as good as they could expect to find in that
it had acted like an electric shock on him, and for the space
region, so they simply made the best of it.
When the coffee was made of it the difference could not of thirty seconds he was uaralyzed.
It had happened so quick that his five companions did not
be told, anyhow.
Their supper was eaten with more than ordinary relish know exactly how it was done.
"You have just got thirty seconds to get out of my sight,''
that night, and when it was over and Cheyenne Charlie had
lighted his pipe, he turned to his · two young partners and said Young Wild West coolly. "If I am able to see any of
you at the end of that time I will shoot to kill! Now, be
said:
"Boys, I never enjoyed a better meal than that was in my off with you!"
"What's ther matter, young feller?." spoke up the man
whole life."
"Well, if we always P,"et as good we will have no cause to who had suggested that the girls would do the cooking for
them, as he recovered from his astonishment. "We don't
complain," answereCl Wild.
"We don't always have the chance, though," spoke up Jim mean--"
Crack!
Dart.
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Again Young Wild West's revolver spoke, and with a something that they won't be apt to forget very soon, I will
howl of pain the man clapped his hand to the side of his wager!"
head.
"Well, if it wasn't for Wild's cool way of doing things
This time the boy had grazed an ear, and he smiled as we would never dare to travel around the country like we
do," observed Anna. "There's Charlie! He knows how
though it was all simply play.
Two of the others turned their horses and made from the to fight, and he does fight whenever it is necessary; but he
hasn't got the coolness he ought to have. Why, I believe
spot at a gallop.
Thf:! fellow who had been stung last got into the saddle if he had had his way when that fellow drew his revolver
as quick as he had ever done before in his life, and then they he would have shot him dead."
"And then the rest of them would h~ve fired," remarked
all followed like so many frightened curs.
They got around a bluff in a hurry, and then the revolver Arietta. "There W()uld have been a lively time then."
"Yes, but Wild simply took all the fight out of them when
still in his hand, our hero walked in the direction they had
he shot the revolver out of the man's hand. They were so
disappeared.
He heard the hoofbeats cease at that very moment, and astonished at the shot that they did not know what to do."
"Well, never mind," said Wild, with a laugh. "I have an
then he knew the villains had come to a halt.
As fearlessly as though he was going to meet some friends, easy way of doing business with such fellows as they are,
he walked around the bend and found the six horsemen at a and I find it is the best way, too."
"There ain't a man or boy livin' what kin jerk out a
standstill looking toward him.
as quick as you kin, Wild," declared
"What is the matter?" he asked coolly. "Are you looking revolver an' fire it "I've
seen you do it about a hundred
Charlie.
Cheyenne
there
bet
I'll
in?
start
you
don't
why
are,
you
If
fight?
for
it seems wonderful to me."
time
every
but
reckon,
I
times,
shooter!"
a
pull
to
dares
who
isn't a man among you
go just where he wants
bullet
the
makes
always
he
"And
moment.
a
for
silence
deathly
a
'There was
it to-that's the best part of it," added Jim Dart.
Not one of them made a move to draw a weapon.
It was now quite dark, so they set about arranging a
It was quite evident that they had not expected to be folfor the night.
guard
lowed, so again they had received a surprise.
Wild thought it j1~st possible that the six villains might
"You can't take a joke, it seems," the leader finally said. come
back and look for revenge, though he had an idea that
"Oh, yes, I can! I like a joke now and then. You don't they were
really heading for a town, as they had stated.
mean to say, though, that you were joking when you said
But if they were, the words of their leader certainly imyou were going to stop in our camp?"
plied that they were going back to the place that no one
"Yes, I only said it for fun."
knew about except those who lived there.
"Oh!"
Our friends believed in retiring early and rising at day"We wouldn't do anything agin you folks."
break.
"You wouldn't, eh?"
So about eight o'clock the girls repaired t() the tent they
"No. We're honest men, we are."
occupied, and soon after that all but Jim and Hop Wah,
"Your · appearance deceive,s you, then."
who were to stand watch for the first two hours, went in the
"We can't help how we look. We've had a rough time of other tent.
it fur ther last month or two."
Soon the camp was wrapped in silence, save the occasional
"Where do you hail from, anyhow?" asked Young Wild tread of the guards as they made the rounds of the place.
West.
Nothing occurred to disturb them, and when their time
"From a place that no one knows about 'cept them that was up Jim and Hop awoke Charlie and Wing to relieve
lives there," was the reply.
them and turned in.
"Ah I Is it a very big place?"
The two latter ones were to stand three hours this night,
"Quite a villag.e, I reckon."
and Wild was to take the last watch alone.
But it turned out that it was not necessary to keep a
"Well, I would advise you to go back there and stay there."
"We're goin' to ther nearest town ter buy some things watch at all, for nothing happened during the night.
Shortly after daylight all were up and stirring.
we can't git there."
Jim took a walk around the camp and reported everything
"Oh, well, go on, then. But be careful that you don't interfere with us again. If you do you will never get back to all right, and then they proceeded to get breakfast.
As they weire in no particular hurry, tli.ey took their time
the village you spoke of."
.
"We are goin' right on about our business, but we've got about it, and thus enjoyed the meal all the more.
"Well, what are we gain' to do, Wild, faller ther river
'
ter ride past your camp."
for a ways?" asked the scout, as they were ready to set out.
"That is all right. We will allow you to do that."
"Yes, I think so. I have an idea that it would be a good
Wild now stepped back until he was around the bend out
thing for us to hunt up the place the fellow who called
of their sight and then hurried back to the camp. ·
IIe had scarcely got there when the six horsemen appeared. himself Sandy Ike spoke of. I rather think he was telling
They were very meek now and, two abreast, they rode the truth when he said he hailed from a place that no one
knows about except those who live there. If the inhabitants
past the camp and followed the bank of the ri.ver.
As they got past the leadel' called out, as he brought his are anything like him and his ci:owd it must be a re.!!-hot
place."
horse to a halt:
"Well, we started out with no particular destination in
"Say, who are you, young feller?"
view-suppose we follow the trail the six men made, then?"
"Young Wild West is my name," the boy replied.
"All right. My name is Sandy Ike. Jest remember it, Jim Dart suggested.
won't yer?"
"We kin foller it as far as it shows up," said the scout.
With that he rode off in a hurry, dodging as though he "A rain would wipe it out in no time, you know."
"Well, come on!" exclaimed Young Wild West. "We are
expected a shot to be fired at him.
looking for gold and adventure. The chances are that we
But Young Wild West simply laughed.
"He thinks he iplpTessed us by telling who he was," he may find a little of both before this trip is over. If we
observed. "Well, I think thqse fellows are about as cow- don't it will be the first time we have failed to, anyway."
They all mounted, and with our hero and his pt·ett-.:
ardly a lot of villains as I have seen in some time. They
intended to have things all their own way, and there is no sweetheart in the lead thE!y started in the direction the slx
telling how far they would have gone if they had been al- villains had come from the night before.
The trail was plain enough.
lowed to go ahead."
It led along the river bank for perhaps a mile, and then
"They're a bad lot," replied Cheyenne Charlie. "They
ain't ther sort as would do a feller much harm when he Wi!d suddenly reined in his horse.
"I guess we won't have any trouble in getting to the
was lookin' at 'em, but would do it behind his back quick
place where the rascals came from," he said, pointing to
enough."
"That's right, Charlie," nodded Jim Dart; "you have got the trunk of a tree near him. "It is a blazed trail!"
"As sure as you live it is!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
that down all right."
"They were a very evil-looking lot, I must say," spoke up as he looked at the tree and saw a white spot where a piece
of the bark had been cut off.
Eloise.
"And there is another one over there!" spoke up Arietta,
"They soon found out that they couldn't do as they liked
here, anyway," said Arietta, tossing her golden locks and pointing to a tree about fifty feet distant that bore the
lookirur Proudly at her young lover. "Wild taught them marks of a hatchet.
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"Those fellows must have thought it would be hard to
find their way back," observed Jim Dart, "or they would
never have taken all this trouble."
·
"Oh, it wasn't sich an· awful lot of trouble, I reckon," retorted Charlie. "A feller could ride along with a hatchet
in his hand an' clip off a piece of bm·k easy enough, an'
without stoppin', too. That's ther way it has been done ;
you kin see that. They wasn't ridin' so very fast, thou gh."
"Yes, that's the way it has been done," nodded Wild. "It
seems 'to me that they must have had some end in doing
it, too, and that makes me all the more anxious to follow
the blazed trail."
All hands were interested now, even to the Chinamen.
"Velly funny, so be," remarked Wing. "Bad Melican men
no findee way back without markee tlees."
"Allee samee mandarin in China," spoke up his brother.
"He tie long ropee to um door, so when he go out to saloon
on corner and gittee drunk, allee samee boiled owl, he findee
um way back. Gleat scheme, so be!"
This caused a smile all around. '
Hop had a way of getting off funny remarks sometimes,
and nothing was very strange, according to his way of taking it. He always knew of something similar, somei1ow.
As our friends rode along, they found that the marks on
the trees •continued to show here and there, so they were
now satisfied that the six men had really blazed the trees
so they would be able to find their way bacl~.
.
Up hill anu down dale they rode, but it was a vast wilderness that they were traversing, and when noon came
they were fort unate enough to find a place to stop at near a
trickling mountain stream.
There were evidences of a fire here, showing that the villains they had met must have stopped there the night before.
As they did not know what sort of country they would
be compelled to go through before they reached the end of
the blazed trail, our friends did not let their stock of meat
diminish any.
They had plenty of salt with them, and what game th Jy
shot they either dried, smoked or salted.
As they had been on the go stea dily since early morning,
they took a rest of two hours after halting for their dinner
and then set out again. ·
The marks where the hatchet had clipped pieces of bark
from the trees were still in evidence all the afternoon, and
when sunset came they had reached another spot that was
quite suitable for camping.
However, they moved off a few yards from the trail, so
in case any one should happen that way they would not be
seen since the shrubbery was so thick that, unless they had
a fi;e burning, it would be impossible to loca'te them from
the trail.
But they meant to have their campfire extinguished before darkness set in, so they got a hustle on them and the
supper was soon cooked.
They had just about. finished eating when they heard the
noise made by one or more horses.
Whoever it was apprnaching, they were not in a hurry, as
the sounds indicated.
.
Wild went over to a break in the shrubbery and peered
toward the trail
The next minute he saw two Indian maidens approaching.
They were mounted on burros and seemed to be very anxious over something that had happened.

CHAPTER III.
WILD IS CAPTUED.

"Come here, Et!" called Young Wild West to his pretty
sweetheart, "and see who is coming."
He spoke in a low tone, and in the >ame manner Arietta
answered.
"Do I know him, Wild?"
.
"It is not a 'him,' but two 'hers.' No, you don't know
them. They are· two Apache squaws-maidens, I should
say."
All hands followed Arietta to have a look.
When the two Indian maidens came to the spot where
.our friends had left the trail to go into camp, they came to
a halt and began whispering to each other and pointing at
the ground.

"I guess we had better ease their minds a litt'.e," said
our hero. "I will let them know that we are here, and that
they need not fear us."
He pushed his way through the bushes, and the next moment stovd bef<lre the two.
At fi r st the squaws were going to turn and flee through
the gathering darkness, but a wore.I from him caused them
to remain where they were.
"Don't be afraid," he said. "We are friends."
"Where palefaces go?" asked the foremost of the girls,
after a second's silence.
"Nowhere in particular," Wild replied, walking up to
them. "Where are you going?"
"To look for the bad palefaces who cut the tree!>," was
the quick reply.
"Well, you won't catch them, so you may as well wait
till they come back."
"They come back?" questioned the other girl, a pleased
look showing on her face.
"Yes. We met them, and they told us they were coming
back. They have cut the bark from the trees so they would
be sure to know the way in case a storm came and wiped
out the prints of their horses' hoofs."
1
"You follow marks on trees?" asked the first whp had
spoken.
"Well, we were coming this way, anyhow, I guess, so we
thought we might as well follow the blazed trail and see
where it led to."
"Palefaces must not go where the trail leads," and then
both shooks their heads solemnly.
"Palefaces are not allowed there, then?" said Wild, smiling at them.
"No."
"But there must have been palefaces there, or they could
not have come awav and made marks on the trees with a
hatchet as they ca~e."
"Two, three, five-six bad palefaces know where the lost
village of the Apache is, but they have not been there. They
try to get there, but they could not get across the deep cut
in the mountain; they mark the trees and go away. That
means that they will co1ue back and find a way to get over
the cut, and then they will come into the valley and be
killed by the Apaches who live there."
"I see," said Wild, who was now greatly interested .
"Well, the six men you speak of are very bad fellows, and
they would like to kill us. But we won't let them do it.
We will see to it that they don't get into the lost village, as
you call it. Come and stay with us to-ni ' - t. I suppose
the village is a good distance from here."
"Five hours with a good horse; with these, longer," and
the girl answering nodded at the burros.
At this juncture Arietta stepped into view, followed by
Anna and Eloise.
The eyes of the two Indian maidens lighted with pleasurz
at the sight of three of their own sex, and they began to
act more at their ease.
"Come into the camp," said Arietta. "You are welcom~
to stop with us to-night, if you wish. I like the looks of
both of you."
"The paleface maiden is kind to the Apache squaws,"
retorted the one who had the most to say. "We will stay
in the carnp ·with the palefaces."
They let! their burros to the camp, and they were hobbled
so they could not stray too far, af~er which the India~ girls
asked if they could not do something to please the girls.
"Tell us something about the village you live in," suggest ed Arietta. "It must be a peculiar. sort of a place.
What are your names, to begin with?"
"I am Yellow Flower; she Sunlight," was the reply.
"Pretty names, I must say. Now tell us about your
villag-e."
Yellow Flower shook her head.
"The lost village of the Apaches is not for thP palefaces
to know about." she answered.
.
"But it would do no harm to tell us, would it?" persisted
Arietta. ·
"The village is nice place," spoke up Sunlight.
"The
corn grows high and the flowers smell sweetly there. Twenty Apache men live there and more than a hundred squaws.
We are good Indians; we don't want to fight the palefaces,
but the palefaces must not come to the villag-e. The six
bad men who cut the trees so they could find the way back
must die. Sunlight and Yellow Flower must kill them,
because the medicine man has said it."
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She showed a knife, which was concealed under the short
skirt she wore, and then her companion did likewise.
"So you two were selected to kill the six bad men, :were
_you?" spoke up Eloise. "Quite a task for two girls,\ I
~
should say."
"Me no 'fraid of bad palefaces," Yellow Flower assured
her.
"Why didn't the medicine man send some of the braves to
do it?" questioned Arietta. _
"The braves are few. They are getting fewer as the
years pass. The medicine man does not want the braves to
die, because if they all die then there will be an end to the
band of Apaches. who left their kindred and settled in the
village in the valley."
"Ther blamed old medicine man has got a great head on
him," observed Cheyenne Charlie. "He's a wise feller, ain't
he ? He don't want to run ther risk of losin' any of ther
bucks, but ther squaws kin git killed, an' it will be a~l
ther same. He's a fine galoot, I must say!"
The girls looked at Charlie warningly, for they saw that
his remarks caused the two squaws to keep their tongues
between their teeth.
By dint of talking and beating around the bush, Arietta
managed to glean from them that the band of Apaches
that occupied what they called the "Lost Village" constituted the descendantr;; of twenty who had become taken up
with some religious frenzy and left the tribe some twenty
years before.
Nearly all of them were educated at the schools on the
reservation, and they had allowed English to be spoken by
al'l who saw fit to use it.
Many children had been born during the twenty years,
but fights with other Indian tribes had killed off the males
untN only twenty remained now.
Bilt a year before an avalanche had caused a gulf to
come between the outside world and the. Lost Village, and
that kad been the means of keeping the enemies of the band
from reaching them.
The inhabitants of the valley had found a way to get to
and from · the valley, though, and it was a secret that must
not be divulged.
When they had told all this, Arietta asked them why the
six white men wanted to get into the valley so badly.
"They want to get the gold that is there," replied Yellow Flower. "They--"
Then she stopped short, for a warning look from Sun.
light told lber she had said too much.
Wild shook his head to his sweetheart, which meant that
she was not to question them further on the subject. .
If . there was gold there, he concluded that they would
have to get there somehow and have a look at it.
The chances were that the peculiar set of Indians living
there had no use for gold, anyhow, and if that was the case
those who did have use for it might as well get the benefit
.
of it.
"Well SunligM" said our hero, turning to the maiden
who appeared to be the more reserved of the two, "we will
see to it that the six bad palefaces do not get to the valley. We will go with you to the. deep chasm that divides
the valley from those who would like to get there, and then
bid you good-by."
"The handsome pafoface boy is very good," she replied.
"But Yellow Flower and Sunlight were sent out by the
medicine man to kill the bad palefaces, and they must not
·
go back until they do."
"Yes!" spoke up the other, her eyes flashing. "We must
do as the medicine man said, if we have to crawl into the
cabin of the palefaces and put poison in the ' firewater they
drink. They must not find a way to get into the Lost
·
.
Village."
"Their cabin, you say?" asked Wild. "Have they got a
.
cabin?"
"Yes. For two moons they hav~ been near the village,
is a
It
in.
live
to
house
a
and they have built themselves
big house and a good one, too. They have dug for gold,
and they 'have found some. At first ~h~ maidens of the
village brougl;tt them cor n, but the med1cme man has read
it in the stars that they must have no more corn from us,
and that they must die. They would kill all the Apaches
if they got to the village and take the-"
She stopped abruptly.
"We will lie down if the paleface maidens will say so,"
she addl!<l a moment later. "Sunlight is tired and Yellow
Flower is tired."
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"All right," replied Arietta . . "You shall sleep in the tent
with us."
After some little persuasion they were induced to· do
this, and half an hour later all that were left up in the
camp were the male members of the party.
Wing and Hop were playing some sort of Chinese game
with a pack of cards, Charlie was puffing away on his pipe
and Wild and Jim talking about the Lost Village.
But finally they grow sleepy, so in a few minutes all
turned in but the watch.
The night passed quietly enough.
It was Wild's turn to go on duty as a guard two hours
before daylight, and when he was called he got up and took
a good wash in the little brook that trickled near by, and
then he was ready for business.
He concluded to take a walk out as far as the blazed trail
and see if there were any signs of the six men coming back.
He had scarcely reached the trail when he heard a slight
noise ahead of him that sounded like a footfall .
Revolver in hand, he stood stock-still and listened.
The next moment three men leaped upon him from be11ind !
His arms were pinioned to his sides and a hand thrust
over his mouth at the same time.
"Sandy Ike is payin' his respects ter yer , Young Wild
West!" a voice whispered noarsely. "It'.s a long lane what
ain't got no turn, ain't it?"
Wild made one desperate struggle and then gave it up.
They had him foul, and there was no use in wasting his
strength.
The boy was angered at himself for allowing the villains
to catch him.
But it was such a neat trick that had been played that it
was utterly impossible for one to escape falling into the
hands of the men.
They surely had been laying for him, as the saying goes.
And it could not have happened at a worse time, as all
those at the camp were sound asleep.
"What are yer goin' ter do with him,' Ike?" asked a voice
in a whi:;;;per.
"We'll take him to ther shanty with us," was the reply.
"We might be able ter make somethin' out of hinl. Yer
can't tell but what his gang might be willin' ter give up a
pile of money ter git him sack. I don't like ther boy fur
what he done ter us, so we kin keep him an' work ther
game without interferin' :with our other plans."
"All right, Ike. You. know best. I thought maybe yer
was a-goin' ter kill ther boy. I don't believe in killin' any
one, unless it is awful necessary, I don't. If we kin make
anything by takin' him to ther shanty an' holdin' him a
prisoner there fur a while, all right."
When Young Wild West heard these remarks he felt
quite easy.
He realized that, though they were villains, the gang he
had fallen in the clutches of were not addicted to cold·
blooded murder.
That meant that it would be only a question of a short
time before he would get away from them.
Being captured was not a new thing to Young Wild West.
The men picked him up bodily and carried him along the
trail in the direction the two young squaws had come from.
They stopped at the end of about fifty yards, and then
they hastened to bind and gag their prisoner.
All the time they were holding him so tightly that he
knew it would be useless for him to try and break loose
·
from "them.
"Don't you think it would be a good idea to take his
horse, too, Cap?" spoke up one of the six villains. "They
must be all asleep in th er camp by this time. Y 01.f know
we got in sight of it jest as ther boy was woke '. up by ther
other two. If we take his horse, too, they might think he
'
went off on his own accord."
"Thunder!" exclaimed Sandy Ike. "You've got a great
head, Sam! I'll app'int you ter go an' git his horse. Ther
sorrel is his, I reckon, 'cause it is ther finest beast in ther
lot, an' he's about ther finest in ther two-legged line, 'cept
ther gals; so it are most likely t.hat he an' ther horse goes
together."
"Well I'll soon have ther sorrel, then," and off went the
man calied Sam. He was as good as his word, for in a few
minutes he came back with our hero's horse. Then Wild
was bound upon the back of Spitfire, the sorrel, and off
went the gang. of villains at a rapid gait.
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"That is so. No doubt we did sleep sound. But we
thought Wild was awake, you know."
"Of course," answered the girl. "Any one can feel safe
when they know Wild is on the watch."
ARIETTA AS A SCOUT.
Cheyenne Charlie was now scratching his hea·d in a
Cheyenne Charlie slept a little later than usual that thoughtful way.
"I don't know as it will hardly do for both of us to go
morning,
He was the first to awaken, 1for all that, and when he got away to once, .Jim," he said. "S'pose that gang is somewheres near by? They might come here an' m2.ke things
up the sun was shining brightly.
hum."
The scout looked around him in a puzzled way.
"That's so," :retorted the boy. "One of us better stay
He thought it very queer that Wild had not aroused them
here, then."
all before this.
"Which one of us will it be, Jim?"
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed. "What's ther matter,
"I suppose you had better go and look for Wild, Charlie.
anyhow? Could Wild have gone to sleep instead of takin'
his trick at watchin'? Hey, there! Git up, everybody! I know you feel as though you ought to."
"It's jest as you say. If you feel that you oughter go,
ft's gittin' late."
why, go ahead. I'll stay with ther girls."
Jim Dart was upon his feet in an instant.
"All right, then," and the scout started off, while Jim
Out of the tent he came in a hurry.
dismounted and put his horse away.
"What's the matter, Charlie?" he asked.
The two squaws were rather uneasy when they heard that
"I don't know what's the matter. Here we are over an
it was quite likely that the six villains had been to the camp
hour late in gittin' up."
while they were sleeping.
"Where's Wild?"
"They come back and find the way to the Lost Village
"That's what's puzzlin' me, Jim."
·
"Why, isn't he here?" cried Jim, looking around the camp before we kill them," said Sunlight.
"The tongue of Yellow Flower -is not crooked ·when she
in surprise.
"No; not that I kin see."
1 says that," replied her companion.
The two Chinamen were aroused, and then a little later ! Arietta was doing some hard thinking just about now,
the girls came out of their tent, followed by the two young and when she heard the remarks of the squaws she brightI ened up.
squaws.
"What has happened?" asked Arietta, looking around in j "Sunlight," she said, looking at the one she considered
surprise. "We have overslept ourselves, eh? Why, where to be the more intelligent of the two, "will you go with me
I and help me find the handsome boy with ·the long hair?
is Wild?"
"Gone to take a little scout around the neighborhood, most We may find the bad men you are after at the same time,
for I think they have got him."
likely," answered Jim. "He is not to be seen anywhere."
Sunlight hesitated.
Just then Cheyenne Charlie, who had been over where
"Yellow Flower go, too," she said.
the horses were grazing, exclaimed:
"No. Yellow Flower can stay here. I will weo.r the
"Spitfire is gone, too. Wild must have took a ride for
clothing of Yellow Flower and make out that I am an
some reason or other."
"This is very queer," and Arietta shook her head. "Wild Apache. I will go out as a scout to find Young Wilcl \Vest."
The squaws had a short conversation in their own tongue.
is not in the habit of doing things this way. He would not
have left the camp of his own accord without waking some-, Then Yellow Flower called Arietta into the tent and began taking off her garments.
body. He don't do things that way."
"I will stay here while the paleface maiden · gol.lS to look
The scout shook his head.
for her lover," she said. "Sunlight and Yellow Flower
He was a badly puzzled man just then.
Sunlight and Yellow Flower, the Apache maidens', looked must not go back to the village until the six bad. palefaces
are dead. The medicine man has said so, an.t1 they will
on in wond~
They did not know what all the excitement and anxiety not go."
I "All right,'' answered Arietta. "I will let yon have
meant.
When they asked about it, Arietta told them that Young enough to v..;ear in place of what you lend me. I will make
Wild West had disappeared in some strange manner, and a pretty fair-looking squaw, I think."
"But your hair must be black," spoke wp Sunlight, as
. that his horse was g~ne, too:
"He come back," said Sunlight. "He go look for some- she came in the tent. "I .can make it black; I have the
paint of the Apaches with me. I will make the golden hair
thing!'
"Yes, the handsome paleface young man will ~ome ba_ck," 1 black and the pale face the color of the skin of the Apach<'.
added Yellow Flower. "He no leave the beautiful maiden The pretty maiden will make a fine squaw when Sunlight
·
with the hair of gold. She is the sunshine of his heart, and fixes her."
"What do you mean to do, Arietta?" called out Jim from
he would never leave her . Yellow Flower can tell."
.
the outside.
Arietta felt pleased at this remark.
"I am going to be a scout," was th~ reply. "Something
But it did not allay her f ears, though.
.
If Wild had gone off on horseback without first letting tells me that I an:i the o~e to ~ave Wild."
"You are not gomg to l'lsk gomg out to look for him, are
some one in the camp know of it, he had done something
you?"
that was very unusual.
"Why not? Just wait till you see me in disguise."
Charlie and Jim nQw made a thorough search of the
Jim said no more.
camp. ·
He knew the girl had a mind of her own, and the only
They were not long in finding that Wild's saddle was
one she would listen to was Wild.
there, but that Charlie's was missing.
But he also knew that she possessed plenty of grit and
"That settles it!" exclaimed the scout. · "Wild wouldn't
have took my saddle in mistake for his own; he !mows bet- \ knew how to defend herself in case she got into trouble.
ter than that. It wasn't him that took ther horse from . In about twenty minutes Arietta and the two squaws
came out of the tent.
here, you kin bet!"
The change in Arietta was a wonderful one!
"Who could it have been, then?" Jim asked, in surprise.
Sunlight, assisted by Yellow Flower, had surely made
"That's for us to find out. It might be that therri six
fellers we met has been follerin' us, an' that they managed her look like a real Apache girl..
And Yellow Flower, sin!:e, she wore some of Arietta's
to git ther best of Wild this mornin' an' lugged him off
garments, looked to be far more civilized than she had besomewhere. We've got to find him, Jim!"
fore going into the tent.
"That's right, Charlie."
In a very few minutes they had their horses saddled and I Anna and Eloise looked ait the girl in admiration.
I "My!" exclaimed the fo.nner. "You certainly beat anywere ready to leave.
"Which way are you going to look for him*" Arietta thing I ever saw, Et."
I "Oh, not so bad as that, I guess,'' was the reply. "Come
asked.
"We don't know,'' r eplied Jim. "We want to strike the on, Sunlight. W~ are going to look for my lover."
trail if we can. We a r e now satisfied that he was captured ' "If you really mean to go," spoke up Jim, "you had
and taken away. His saddle is here, and Charlie's is gone." 1 better eat something bel'ore you start."
"We must have slept pretty sound for all that to happen · "I suppose that would be the right thing to do, but I
' have no· aooetite."
without any of us being awakened."
CHAPTER IV.

I
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"Suppose you wait a while? Charlie might find Wild,
·
you know."
This struck Arietta as being a wise proposition.
"I guess I will give Charlie a chance to take a look
·
around," she said.
The two Chinamen were busy preparing breakfast, and
they soon called out that it was ready.
But they and the two Indian maidens were the only ones
who were hungry.
The rest were too worried over the strange disappearance
·
of Young Wild West to eat much.
But they all knew that they must take food if they
wished to keep up their strength, so they did the best they
could with the breakfast.
A couple of hours flitted by.
Charlie had not got back yet.
"I am not going to wait any longer!" declared Arietta.
"I am going out to find Wild!"
There was no use in trying to persuad,e her, so Jim
simply nodded all right.
The two burros were led out and made ready for mounting.
Then Arietta and Sunlight got upon their backs and
started off.
As soon as ther reached the trail they found the fresh
tracks of horses going the way they had been following the
blazed trail, and as the prints of hoofs were made by more
than one steed, they knew that Cheyenne Charlie was not
the only one who had g6ne that way.
"Horses of had palefaces go this way," said Sunlight.
"Yes," answered Arietta.
"They go back to cabin not far from chasm."
"Probably."
"And if they have the handsome boy with the long hair
they take him there, too."
"Yes. that is so, unless · they have killed him," and the
girl felt a pang shoot through her heart.
The Indian maiden said nothing to this.
For the next ten minutes they rode along in silence, and
if any one could have met them they surely would both have
been taken for squaws.
The long-eared little beasts they were riding were capable of carrying good loads, but it was impossible to make
them go fast.
This made it very tiresome to Arietta.
But as long as she saw the trail ahead of her she resolved
to stick it out.
There was really no need of the trees being blazed to
show the way now, but they were, just the same, and the
g irl noticed it continually as they rode along.
For three hours they rode along without meeting a hum an being.
And the prints on the ground showed that the horsemen
ha d continued along the trail.
They took a short rest and then proceeded on the way
aga in.
It was near the middle of the afternoon when Sunlight
suddenly turned to her disguised companion and exclaimed:
"Tn two more m inutes we no go any further."
"Is that so?" asked Arietta, in surprise. "Are we so
near <the end of the blazed trail as that?"
"Yes, we soon have to stop."
The squaw was right, for the next minute they came to a
deep chasm that was about twenty feet in width.
On the opposite side were plenty of trees that might be
f elled so they would fall across and form a bridge, but on the
side where they were it so hapvened' that there were none
nearer enough to be made to answer for that purpose.
Arietta dismounted ·from the burro she was so tired af
·
riding, and Sunli~ht followed her example.
The squaw stopped the girl as she walked close to the edge
of the chasm.
"Don't! The paleface maiden might fall down there.
Ther e is no bottom," she exclair.ied.
"How do you get to the other side, then?" asked Arietta.
"Come, let us go and look for the handsome paleface boy
with the long hair," was the evasive reply.
"All right."
It v:a s all solid rock where the trail ended so abruptly, and
consequently they could not see the tracks of the horses they
had been following.
But Sunlight knew where to go, however.
She led her burro along- a sort of ledge and Arletta followed.

A hundred yards over a winding course upon solid rock
and they started up a hill that was covered with a dense
growth of trees and brush.
"Up there is the cabin where the six bad paleface men
stay!"
CHAPTER V.
WILD IS HELD FOR RANSOM.

Young Wild West had heard the villain<YUs leader of the
gang say that they were going to take him to their shanty,
and, according to what one of the quaws had said in the
camp, it must be five hours' ride from their present position.
That meant a tedious time for him, for it was hardly probable that his friends would awaken in time to overtake the
men before they reached their destination.
Wild was tied to the back of his own horse so securely that
there, was not the least possible show for him to get off, but
he did not mind this half as much as he · did the piece of
cloth that had been tied across his mouth to prevent him
from crying out.
When they had covered about five miles at a swift gallop
Sandy Ike fell back by the side of the captive, and, reaching
over the gag, exclaimed:
"I reckon I'll take this thing out of your m<YUth, as I want
to talk to yer a bit, Young Wild W est."
The boy was greatly revived when this was done, and as
soon as he had the use of his tongue he remarked:
"Well, Sandy Ike, you no doubt think you have done a ver:11
smart thing, but you really have made the biggest mistake
of your life."
"Oh, I don't know ab out that," was the retort. "But you
seem to take things putty cool fur a feller in sich a tight
place as you are. How much money. have yer got in your
clothes?"
"Not much."
This was a fact, as · Wild had placed nearly all his money
in a little pocket inside his saddle-bags.
But it was not his ovm saddle he was sitting upon!
He had become aware of that almost the instant he was
placed upon Spitfire's back.
Just then he had less than twenty dollars in his pockets.
"Well, how much-about?" insisted the villain.
"Something like eighteen or twenty dollars."
"Are you su;re that is all?"
"There would be no need of me telling what wasn't so;
you will find <YUt if you want to, anyhow."
"Well, I reckon we'd better know right away, then. Stop
a minute, boys!"
The villains came to a halt as soon as they could check the
sorrel stallion.
T,hen Sandy Ike went through our hero's pockets and found
the money.
"You ain't very well fixed, I see," . he observed, a trifle disappointedly. "I suppose your friends has got considerable
money an' jewelry with 'em, though?" he questioned.
"Maybe they have," our hero retorted.
He knew what the man was driving at, for he had overheard his remark when he said he was going to hold him a
captive and try and make his friends pay for his release.
"Well, how much do yer s'pose they could raise?" went on
Sandy Ike.
"I don't know," was the retort.
"C<YUld they raise a thousand between 'em?"
"f think they could do tha t easy enough if they had to."
"Good! That would do, if we couldn't git any more."
"So you are going' to make my friends pay a thousand dollars before you will let me go free , then?"
"That's jest what we're goin' ter do."
Wild remained silent to m'ake them think he was studying
over it.
But in reality he was laughing softly to hi mself.
He knew what the r esult would be if one of them went to
Charlie and the rest with such a prop osition as that.
It would result in ' his speedy release, and no money paid
·
out, either.
He determined to h elp them along on this line.
"If you sent a man to my fri ends they might pay over the
'
money for my r elea se," h e said.
"Yer think they would, hey?"
"Well, they wouldn't '\Yant me to be k ept imprisoned somewhere. They would be anxious for me to get with them, so •
they could JlO ahead for the place we are heading for."
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"ls this the place that no one knows Df except those who
"Where are yer headin' fur?"
"The Grand Canyon," answered Wild, saying the first thing live here?" Wild asked, as Sandy Ike untied him from the
horse.
that came in his head.
"I reckon it is,'' was the reply.
This seemed to satisfy the villain, and he pushed ahead
"This is the only habitation her e, then?"
again and had no more to say for the next hour.
"Right here, yes! But across that chasm, jest ther other
Pretty soon it began to grow dayli!fht, and then Wild got to
side of that hill over there, is more habitations, as yer call
thinking that in a little while his friends would miss him.
It was not until they had covered a good fifteen miles be- 'em."
"Are the people living there anything like you 'fellows?·"
fore the gang halted to give their horses a blow again.
The man shook his head.
The sun was rising now, and as Wild looked about him he
· "I reckon you want ter know to'o much fur a prisoner
saw that they were still following the blazed trail.
"You fellows must have thought you would not be able to what's bein' held fur ransom," he remarked.
Wild's horse was as well cared for as the rest, and then
find your way back, or you wouldn't have taken so much
trouble as to chip the bark from the trees here and there on they conducted their prisoner into the shanty.
It was of one big room, and when he had looked around
the way,'' he remarked, looking at Sandy Ike.
"That's what's ther matter!" was the q_uick response. "But a bit Sandy Ike pointed to a corner and told the men to
we intended to be gone longer than this, yer know, an' it place Wild there.
might have been there'd be rain afore we got back."
"See to it that he's tied so he don't stand ther least show
"I see."
to git loose,'' he said. "If he was to git ther use of his
mebbe,
weeks,
of
couple
a
in
"We wouldn't have been back
hands an' f eet he might do some harm afore we could stop
·
if we hadn't run across your gang."
him."
coolly.
"ls that so?" asked our hero,
"In that case we'd be justified in killin' him," spoke up
"Yes, that's so. We changed our mind after we met you, the man Wild had heard addr essed as Sam; "but so long as
come
we'd
thought
we
trail,
our
took
an' findin' out that you'd
he behaves himself we've got t er treat him putty decent.
back, too."
It's money we're after, an' I think he's , sense er '.mgh ter
eh?"
us,
of
out
something
"You thou9,ht you might make
understand how it is, an' not ter bother with us if his free"That's it! '
dom is bought."
suppose?"
I
"Then you are outlaws,
"I understand enough for that,'' spoke up Wild, intendto
good
too
ain't
we
reckon
I
"Never mind about that. But
to let them think that he was perfectly agreeable to the
ing
notion."
a
take
do almost anything, if we
they proposed to put in operation.
plan
me
caught
you
that
you
for
thing
"Well, it is a very lucky
villains found some salted meat . in the shanty, and
The
would
you
of
some
time
in
you
as you did, for if I had seen
no time in kindling a fire on the hearth and startlost
they
have gone under!"
get a meal ready.
to
in
ing
when
yer
of
enough
seen
We
right.
"We knows that, all
When it was decided that the prisoner was perfectly safe
we met yer ther night afore last to know that. You are
one of them brought in the saddle he had been seated on
sartinly a sooner, you are!"
during the ride over tlie blazed trail and hung it to a big
Wild smiled.
They appeared to be harmless in one way, and yet they nail that was almo~t over the boy's head.
The weapons they had taken from him were left lying on
evidently meant to hold him until they got paid for his relief,
"The almighty dollar is what they are after,'' he thought. the rough floor of the shanty for want of a better place to
"But they have rigged up a mighty poor plan to get any put them.
The furniture in the place was rather scanty, and what
more than they took from me, I'll venture to say!"
When the horses were rested sufficiently they proceeded on there was of it was home-made, showing that, as bad as the
their way1 and a little over half an hour later they came to men were, they had been quite industrious since they had
located there.
the end or the blazed trail.
A half decent meal was prepared and Wild was allowed
When our hero saw the yawning chasm before them he was
to have one of his hands free while he ate and drank a cup
much interested.
"The rascals' shanty must be somewhere close by," he of coffee.
Then he was bound again, and the men began talking
thought. "l wonder how the Apaches manage to get over
that chasm and keep the way a secret, anyhow? I will have about sending to get the money they demanded for his
release.
to try and find out somehow."
"Ther chances is that ther fri ends of ther boy will foller
Those of the horses that were shod made considerable noise
~n the level stretch of rock, and when they turned to the ther trail right along, since they'll find out easy that we've
left the clicking reminded Wild of riding along in the streets come along this way. Now, one of you fellers must ride
back to meet 'em an' tell 'em what's up."
of a large city.
His followers remained perfectly silent as this was said.
'111e boy was keeping. his eyes open, however, and when
"There's plenty of time yet," went on Sandy. "We'll
they finally reached the end of a narrow ledge and turned
give 'em a chance to git putty near to ther chasm afore one
up a hill he had the place marked well in his mind.
The bu sh es were so thick tha~ the horses had to force their of yer goes out to meet 'em. Then yer won't have so much
way through them, and this was kept Up Until the top was of a ride."
"If we only had some licker ter drink we'd be all right,''
reached.
Then, right in the center of a little clearing, our hero saw spoke up one of the gang. "That was one of ther .main
things we struck out ter git."
a fairly well made log-house.
"If we could only git across that blamed chasm,'' said
"ls that your shanty?" he asked one of the men.
"we could get
"Yes," was the reply. "It is a putty good shanty fur us ter Sandy Ike. shaking his head thoughtfully,
plenty of licker an' plenty of everything else. I'd jest give
make, I s'pose yer think."
ten dollars if one of them squaws come along now with a
"Yes, I was thinking that."
.
"Well, there ain't nothin' strange about it, since four of us big skin full of licker!" .
Some of the villains began to yawn, among them being
always worked at ther carpenter trade till we drifted out to
the leader.
ther gold diggin's."
"I'm goin' to lay down, boys," he said. "Don't all go to
"That accounts for it, then."
"Yes, we had some of our tools with us, an' it's mighty sleep, now; as many as two of yer must keep awake to
easy t er make a log house, yer know, if you've got good watch ther boy, yer know. It won't do to jrive him ther
least chance, yer know."
axes an' sich."
"I'll be one ter watch him," spoke up Sam.
"I suppose it is, providing you know how to go at it."
Another volunteered to keep him company, and then the
"Well, we knowed how."
The house showed plainly that they did know how, and rest laid down upon their blanket s and went toIkesleep.
awoke.
It was about an hour af t er noon when Sandy
\Vhen they rode around t o the rear and dismounted Wild
"Cook some more grub," he bawled out. "Then Gizzle
saw that they had a good-sized stable there, too.
Wild West. It's
To the right of this, running almost to the chasm, which will go an' look fur ther friend s of Young
been done afore."
could be seen from where he sat in the saddle, was a piece gittin' late, an' it oughterlooked
as though he might have
Gizzle was a ma n who
of ground t hat showed signs of having been worked by the
been cut out for a minister, for, if he had his beard trimmed
pick and shovel.
The six villains dismounted and proceeded to out their and was dressed in st yle, he would have been a very goodlooking, meek-faced man.
horses away,
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He did not like the idea of being the messenger very j though they seemed to be anything but war-like in appear·
well, but he agreed to do so, since it was the captain's ance.
There was a peculiar sort of neatness about the place,
orders.
The meal was the same kind as the breakfast ha.cl been, too, and this was strangely out of order, as far as Indian
villages went.
and Wild partbok of but little that was offered him.
Squaws at work, children running about in play, plenty
But the rest ate heartily, and when he was through
Gizzle stepped up and received his instructions, and then of dogs and a few braves seated under the trees smoking
went out and mounted his horse to deliver the message to could be seen.
But no sign of the white men could the scout see.
the friends of Young Wild West.
"It's mighty funny," he mused, as he began to think it
And that was the last they ever saw of Gizzle!
over. "If them six fellers is there, where are they? I
oughter be able to see some signs of 'em, even if I can't set
eyes on their identical persons. Maybe they ain't there,
after all."
CHAPTER VI.
Finally the scout concluded it would be a good idea to
wait and see what turned up in the village below him.
WHAT CHEYENNE CHARLIE DID.
Throwing the bridle-rein over his horse's head, he climbed
to an eminence of rock and took a seat where he could have
It was a long search that Cheyenne Charlie had w;hen a good view of the valley that was over on the other side
he set out to find Young Wild West.
of the zigzag-shaped chasm.
He followed the tracks made by the horses of the villains
Of course, he made it a point to get where he would not
who took •the boy away with them, as might be supposed, but be apt to be seen, in case any of the redskins should happen
when he reached the end of the blazed 1trail at the edge of to look that way.
the narrow gulf he found himself stumped.
Charlie sat there for a long while, but saw nothing that
"This are what I calls putty tough," the scout muttered. would lead him to believe th~t Wild, or the men he was
"Now ther question is, which way did they go? One thing certain had captured him, were there.
is sartin. They didn't ride right over ther precipice!"
Then he looked up at the sun and saw that it was past
There was no tracks to guide him-not the least sign the hour of noon.
of any, so he simply had to go by guesswork.
He had had no breakfast, too, and there was a gnawing
For fully ten minutes he remained there looking in every in the pit of his stomach that he had been trying hard to
direction, and then Charlie decided on a course to take.
overcome for the past few hours.
It so happened that he thought it best to proceed di"I reckon J've gone an' got way off t}l.eir track," he mutrectly opposite to the hill where the shanty of the six tered, as he turned to his patient steed. "I've got to look
villains was located.
somewhere else for Wild, but I've got to have something
He rode his horse up a short asc&nt and reached an al- to eat, too!"
He did not have a thing to eat with him except some salt,
most level tract th{lt ran off to the north close to the chasm,
which was always carried by him and his partners in their·
which wound this way and that like the trail of a snake.
The ground-or rock, more properly speaking-that he saddle-bags, and though this was not his saddle, he knew
was traversing was so flinty that a horse's hoof could not the salt was there.
He looked around for a way to leave the spot he had
make a print upon it.
come to without going back the way he had come and soon
That left it mere guess work.
The only thing he felt sure of was that the villains found one.
Then, taking his horse by the bridle, he led him over
had turned either to the right or left.
the rough. ground and soon reached the woods.
And it so happened that he had turned to the left.
Then Charlie began looking for something to shoot.
That was all.
He did not want to strike a bear, or a deer, either; he
If he had taken the path along the ledge he might have
come upon the shanty in the clearing at the top of the hill. wanted something in the line of a fowl just then.
It so happened that there was plenty of game in that
But he could have easily passed within a short distance
particular section, and he had not proceeded very far
of it and not seen it, too.
the woods when he came upon a flock of sage hens.
The scout rode along until the way became so rocky through
had a very keen eye, and, watching where the
scout
The
lead
and uneven that he thought it best to dismount and
birds settled, he soon got a shot and knocked a pair of them
his horse.
with one bullet.
He worked his way along a little further and then sud- over
"Now for some water," he muttered, as he started in to
denly came in vie\\! of a sight that made him open wide pluck the feathers. "I know I run a risk by firin' that
his eyes.
shot, as the measly coyotes might be within hearin'; but
Below him and to the left slightly he saw an Indian vil- when
a man's hungry he's got to take all kinds of chances.
lage!
ther shot brings any of that gang this way I don't know
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed; "that must be ther place If
but that it will jest suit me. I'll make short work of ther
them squaws was talkin' about. I wonder if it kin be that galoots, blamed ·if I don't."
them measly coyotes could have took Wild there? They
The place where the scout was, being not so very far f.rQm
might have found ther way, in spite of what ther squaws the mouth of the Little Colorado, there were plenty of
said. Ther chances is that if ther medicine man wanted mountain streams in the neighborhood which emptied into
'em killed so bad he must have known that they knew ther
river, and it did not take him long to find one.
way to git in ther valley. I'll bet a plug oi tobacker that theIt was but a mere trickling stream, but that was all he
they're there now, an' that Wild's with 'em!"
wanted just then.
The scout had heard enough from Sunlight and Yellow
He started a fire from some dry WQod he hastily gaththe
in
Apaches
the
that
convinced
him
make
to
Flower
ered, and then, while the live coals were forming, he cleaned
village were not hostile.
and washed the two birds and salted them ready for broiling.
They: simply desired to Jive there in seclusion, in accordA forked stick sharpened at the ends answered for a
ideas.
fanatical
ance with their
broiler, and it was not long before a very appetizing odor
If any whites chanced to get there they would not be apt filled the air in that vicinity.
Though he was very hungry, Charlie waited until the
to kill .them, though they might try rather hard to keep
sage hens were done to his liking, and then he started in
them from going away again.
That is the way Charlie figured it out, and the more he and did full justice to them .
thought over it the more he became convinced that he had
"There!" he muttered, as he looked around after finishing his repast, "I feel better now. I reckon I kin stand
arrived at the right conclusion.
From the position he stood in he could see all over the it till sunset, all right."
He mounted his horse and rode back to the trail.
little village.
Just as he was about to turn toward the chasm he heard
It was not like the ordinary Indian villages he had often
looked upon, but there was just enough about it to make the sound of hoofs coming from that direction.
Cheyenne Charlie remained seated in the saddle with his
it plain that it was an Indian village.
'
The lodges and teepees were not there, but there were horse at a halt.
The next moment a man appeared in view mounted on an
many little one-storied huts with thatched roofs, and the
people he saw moving about were unquestionably Apaches, Indian pony.

H.
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One glance and the scout knew he had seen the fellow
before.
It was one of the six "measly coyotes," as he termed
them.
A thrill of joy shot through the scout.
He felt that he was pretty certain of finding Wild in a
short time now.
The man was Gizzle, as the r eader might easily guess.
He h ad just left the shanty in the woods to go on the
errand his leader had sent him out to do.
He recognized the scout as one of the f.riends of Young
Wild West, and as he neared him he slowed up.
"Hello, pard!" he called out; "I'm lookin' fur yer."
"Lookin' fur me?" retorted Charlie.
"Fur you, pard."
"Well, what do you want?"
"I want to tell you that Young Wild West is all right."
"He is, hey?"
"Yes. He ain't been hurled a particle."
"Is that all you ·want to tell me ? " queried CharHe.
"No. I want ter tell yer that Sandy Ike says that you
an' ther rest of his-Young Wild West, I mean-friends
has got ter come down with a thousand dollars afore he
will be let go."
"Is that so?" and the scout suddenly placed the muzzle
of his revolver under the m an's nose.
"Don't blame me fur sayin' it," cried Gizzle, in a frightened manner. "I'm only doin' as I was told."
"Well, that's all right. Now I want you to keep right
on <loin' as you're told. You jest take me to where Young
Wild West is or I'll blow ther t op of your head off!"
The face of the ·villain turned all colors.
He was doing a lot of thinking., though, .and he must
have decided that it would be right for him to throw his
man off the track, instead 6f betraying his partners.
"I'll take yer there," he said, after an interval of silence.
"I don't want my hear blowed off."
"You're a sensible galoot," .r etorted Charlie.
Gizzle hesitated for a moment and then turned and rode
nearly to the chasm, Charl,ie keeping close at his side with
his revolver raised meanwhile.
It was evident that the villain was hoping to get a chance
to gtt away, but he meant to get Charlie as far off the right
track as he possibly could befo re he did so.
Charlie thought he had him right where he wanted him,
however, and that he would be led to the place where Wild
was confined.
Gizzle turned to t he left, but it was before he came to
the edge; and, ascending a short incline, reached the woods.
"Ther headquarters of the gang is over here," he said,
nodding in a direction that was a lmost contrary to where
the shanty was.
The villain knew t he country pretty well there, and about
a quarter of a mile away he knew where there was a sharp
turn and dense woods.
If he could get around thi s suddenly and reach the cover
of the woods h e f elt that he would be able .to leave the scout
in the lurch long enough for him to turn and shoot hirr.
from ambush.
Clieyenne Charlie had no idea of what was passing
through the man's mind.
If he had he would have dealt summa rily with him.
But as far as his getting away from his captor was concerned, Gizzle stopd a very poor show.
Cheyenne .Cha1·1ie was not a man .who would stand any
fooling.
"How far is ther place where Young Wild West is?" he
asked as they rode along.
" 'Tain't hardly half a mile," was the reply. "We've got
a sort of diggin's over there all by ourselves. Don't blame
me if you git shot at when you git in sight of ther shanty."
"I won't blame you any," retorted the scout, with a
chuckle. "I reckon if they shoot me ther bullet will go
through your carcass first. I'm goin' to git Young Wild
West away from your gang, an' we ain't goin' to pay no
thousand dollars, either."
"You might be hetter off if you did pay it," said Gizzle,
who saw that the bend was not far ahead now. "Ther
easiest way is ther best generally."
"It'll be easy enough without payin' any thousand dollars, see if it ain't! When I git to lettin' hot lead fly that
gang of yours will think they have struck a Kansas tornado! Some of 'em will go under if they don't let Young
Wild West zo ril.':ht away an' let his horse go with him."

"Well, I only come to yer as a messenger, so I hope yer
won't think hard of me."
"Oli, I don't think no harder of you than I did afore,"
and Chariie smiled grimly. "You're nothin' more than a
measly coyote, an' you know it. You ain't got enough sand
in you to light a sulphur match."
Gizzle made no reply to this.
He was getting ready to make his dash for life and liberty!
"If you go to foolin' me," went on the scout, "I'll shoot
you just as sure as my name is Cheyenne Charlie!"
"I ain't goin' ter fool yer," was the reply.
But there was something in the man's voice that put
Charlie on his guard, though his face or manner did not
indicate it.
One second later and the villain lowered his head and
urged his horse forward around the bend.
Crack!
Cheyenne Charlie fired, and that was the last of Gizzle!

CHAPTER VII.
ARIETTA RESCUES WILD.

Arietta could see nothing but a dense woods as S,unlight
pointed up the hill.
"How far is the cabin?" she asked.
"Not far; pretty close by."
"Have you ever been there?"
\ "Yes, I have been there with cornmeal and firewater.
The six bad palefaces gave a horse to the ·rA.paches for firewater and meal. Squaws bring it t@, theni- whenever medicine man say so. Three days agu-. he saiy' no more."
Sunlight got off the burro as she sai·d this and walked
over to a mass of hangiJ!g vines. ·
She pulled them aside and then ' Arietta saw what appeai·ed to be a sack tied at the top with a string.
But when the Indian maiden touched the thing it moved
like a bowl of jelly.
"That firewater," said Sunlight; "we fetch along to give
bad men and make drunk; then we kill. But they no in
cabin, so Yellow Flower and Sunlight leave firewater here
and follow trail."
"I see!" exclaimed Arietta, as it occurred to her that the
skin of liquor would surely be the means of getting Wild
free if the villains had him, as she felt sure they did.
"We take fir ewater to cabin and see if the handsome lover
of the beautiful paleface maiden is there."
"Yes," retorted Arietta, · not paying any attention .to the
flattering remarks of her companion, "we will go right away
with it. Sunlight, you need not have much to sa y; just let
rpe do the talking."
\ "You talk like Apache squaw?"
!'Yes, me talk heap much like Apache maiden ," the girl
answered, affecting the ways of an Indian with just enough
of the broken dialect to make it sound right.
"Good!" exclaimed Sunlight. "The maiden with the hair
of gold is wonderful!"
"Heap much wonderful!" added Arietta.
"Yes."
Sunlight was nothing but serious, though Arietta could
not keep from laughing.
But she quickly settled down to business.
Then the two of them lifted the skin of liquor upon the
back of the burro Arietta had been riding, and with Sunlight holding it so it would not fall off, she led the longeared animal up the hill.
,
In less than a minute she saw the shanty among the trees.
"Now just make out that we came from the village," the
brave girl whispered to her companion.
Sunlight nodded.
As she neared the front of the shanty the door opened
and out came Sandy Ike and two of his men.
Gizzle had been gone a little over ten minutes now, and
though they were not aware of it, he had been shot less
than three minutes before the arrival of the two squawsor the one squaw and disguised white girl, who was acting
as a scout to find her lover.
Of course, the five villains were delighted when they
saw the skin of liquor on the back of the burro.
They paid more attention to that than they did to the
girls.
·
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By good luck, more than anything else, he had found
"We bring some firewate r for the paleface s," said Aripath leading up the hill to the shanty.
the
skin.
the
to
pointing
etta,
ascendin g it he had heard the low voices of AriIke.
While
Sandy
retorted
are!"
you
gals,
"You're good Injun
Sunlight , and, recogniz ing the former, he had
and
town
etta
to
go
I
when
dress
calico
new
"I'll buy yer both a
and advanced on foot.
ted
dismoun
ag'in."
Charlie was greatly surprise d when . he saw what he
Then he hastily stepped up and seized the coveted liquor.
a young squaw instead of Arietta.
One of the others took hold of it with him and carried it thoughthewas
penetrat ed her disguise when he saw the
easily
But
shanty.
in the
.
came ·over her painted face.
that
smile
happy
Arietta stepped in after them.
you, l\.rietta ?"
it
"Is
d.
ejaculate
he
"
gimlets!
"Great
Sam,
"What do yer want, gal?" demande d the man called
"Hush! Not so l9ud, Charlie. Five of the villains are
as the girl looked calmly about the interior.
by in a shanty, and they have got Wild there."
close
She shook her head in the negative .
enough! " replied the scout in a lower tone. "I
"Good
"Well, go on out, then. This ain't no place for yer."
only five of 'em, all right. I dropped ther
there's
reckon
He took her by the arm and led her to the door again.
other f eller."
But Arietta had seen enough!
"1s that so, Charlie ? "
Young Wild West was there!
"Yes, I collared' him, an' he tried to fool me an' then git
so
felt
she
and
glance,
first
the
at
She had sighted him
It wouldn't have done to let him, I thought, so I
away.
elated that she could hardly suppress a cry of joy.
shot."
Arietta did not want to go out, but she felt that in order
"Did he confess that they had Wild a prisoner ?"
to carry out the deceptio n she was practicin g she must do
"I reckon he did, an' more. He &;iid he was sent to find
dollars afore
so without objecting .
\ljS an' tell JIS that we must pay a thousand
the they would- let Wild go."
The five delighte d men now proceede d to transfer
contents of the skin to some jugs and bottles they had.
"Oh!"
But they did not forget to take a drink all around first.
Arietta was surprised .
The liquor was the fomente d juice of a peculiar pungent
But her face lighted up, for now she was assured that
any
grape that grew in the valley, and it was as strong as
Wild would not be harmed.
·
whisky ever made.
"Well,'' she observed , after a pause, "I think we had
But the stronger the better, so . the men thought.
wait until dark. Then we will be able to get Wild
better
The door of the shanty was left ajar and the two girls free."
r emained outsidoe.
"What's ther use of waitin' ?" Charlie asked impatien tly.
"I reckon I kin clean out that crowd in no time. They're
Presentl y Arietta l took a walk around to the rear.
·
She saw the shed th~t formed the stable, and then the a lot of cowards, that's what they are!"
put up a good fight in their own shanty.
sorrel was the first horse she took notice of.
may
they
"But
"I shall ride · away on the back of Spitfire, '' the girl No, there is no need of running any risk at all. You just
murmur ed to herself, . "and Wild will be there with me." slhe go back and fetch the rest here. I will attend to getting
For .fear that the villains might see her and think
Wild away from the men."
was trying to steal, she did not go too close to the horses;d
The scout looked at her in silence for a moment.
m
aro1,
went
two,
or
minute
but, after looking at them for a
Then he turned to leave, saying as he did so:
to the front again.
"I reckon I'll do as you say, Arietta. You're ther boss
from
further
away
moved
had
this business , since you was the one to find Wild. I'll
of
Sunlight
that
found
She
go on back, but it'll be long after dark when we git there."
the shanty, taking the two burros with her.
"Never mind that. We will meet you. In case we don't
Arietta looked at her question ingly.
us. There
"We will wait here till the firewate r makes the bad pale- you will know that somethin g has happene d to
is no need of killing any more of the villains, unless it is a
face men sleepy," the Apache maiden \ said.
"All right. I guess that is a good ~dea, Sunlight . I feel matter of compulsi on."
happy now, and I am willing to wait, because I hardly think
"All right."
the men mean to kill Wild."
Charlie waited no longer, but walked back to where he
gets
it
When
do.
they
what
see
and
them
watch
can
"We
·
left his horse, and, mountin g, rode away.
the had
dark they will be drunk. Then you can go in and •!ut
had the utmost confidenc e in what Arietta said, and as
He
ropes that bind your paleface lover. He will come o,u t, and she was the sweethe art of his young fri end and leader, it was
then I will go and kill them!"
easy for him to give way to her.
After he had gone the two girls sat down to wait for the
"You surely don't mean that you intend to kill tbe men
darkness to come.
in cold blood, Sunligh t?"
Sunlight had little or nothing to say, but it was evident
The young squaw shrugge d her shoulder s.
that she was willing to do anything that her disguises d com"The medicine man has willed it,'' she answere.d.
"But they have done nothing to you or your .people but panion suggeste d.
to seek a way to get into your village. That is hardly cause
They had selected a spot to wait in that was off from the
enough to kill them."
path that led to the shanty, and from which they could see
and the log building quite plainly.
Arietta was always averse to the shedding of blood, her.
It was a rather t ediov-s wait, to be sure, but as the girl
the proposit ion of the squaw· was almost horrifyi ng to
kill
to
want
not
do
I
she would be well 'paid for it in the end, she made the
men;
bad
knew
the
kill
to
want
"I do not
it.
pause.
of
a
best
after
,
Sunlight
anybody ," said
Sunlight did not appear to mind it much.
"But because the medicine man says so, you are willing
But as Indians are noted for their patience , there was
to do it, is that it?"
strange about this.
nothing
"Yes."
length the two waiting girls saw the light of an oil lamp
"Well, don't you kill them unless they ti·y to kill you in At
the window of the shanty.
first. Never mind °"•hat the medicine man s:ays. He is too
It was now getting dark fast.
much of a coward to do such things himsr!lf, so he sends
Arietta got up and arranged the disguise she wore.
for
the maidens of the village to do it. He c::ires nothing
"I am going in and ask for the skin that containe d the firehe
as
do
to
you·, and if you should lose your life in tr·.(ring
Sunlight ," she said. "That will be an excuse."
water,
wrong,
is
told you he will only laugh. The medicir/e man
"All right,'' nodded her compani on. "Me wait here."
Sunlight ."
"I think you had better go down to the trail, Sunlight . We
The Apache looked as though she half agreed with her, may have to hurry, you know. "
but said nothing.
The squaw nodded obedience.
Arietta was just about to continue im the same strain
Without a word, she took the bridles of the two burros and
by.
close
bushes
the
in
when she heard a rustle
off.
went
standfigure
wn
we:l-kno
a
beheld
and
She turned quickly
Then Arietta stepped out and boldly walked to the door of
ing- before them.
the shanty.
It was Cheyenn e Charlie!
It was not closed t ightly, so she pushed it open.
Aft er he had shot the villain who 'fiad tried to deceive
The talking of a lot of dr unken men was all she heard, and,
search
the
d
continue
had
scout
him and then J"et away, the
that the opening of the door was not noticed, she
seeing
captured
had
who
gatng
rascally
for the headqua rters of the
stepped softly inside.
Wild.
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had agreed to do it, he kept right on, resting his horse
Four men sat at a rough table playing cards and the fifth he
and then until he arrived.
now
Wild
Young
of
form
bound
life on the floor asleep near the
did not deter
horse was pretty well tired out, but that
His
?
~
\i est!
getting ready to start again over the blazed trail.
That was . what Arietta saw when she walked into the him from
They would not be able to ride very fast on account of the
shanty.
ses.
The man on the floor had evidently been overcom e by the pack-hor
When he told Jim, Anna and Eloise what was up they were
liquor, f.or at his side was a cup.
surprised .
Hearing the footstep s of the girl, the card players looked very much
around.
all seemed to think that everythi ng was all right.
they
But
"What do •yer want?,, demande d Sandy Ike.
will succeed, " said Anna, confidently. "She is just
"Arietta
angirl
the
village,"
to
back
take
to"
skin
for
come
"Me
like Wild in that way. When she undertak es a thing she
swered, speaking as meekly as she could.
always does it."
us,
bother
Don't
here.
of
out
git
then
"Well, git it, an'
of "Where Sunligh t?" asked Yellow Flower, the squaw,ride
'cause this is a game of cards fur ther champio nship!" rear Charlie,
saw that they were getting ready to
she
when
the
to
going.
was
she
though
as
move
a
Arietta made
of the shanty, but instead of doing so she turned tow,a rd her away.
"She is waitin' with Arietta," retorted the scout. "You kin
lover.
her at ther other end of ther blazed trail. I was lookin'
meet
made
she
when
and
now,
Our hero was looking right at her
village wher~ you live. It is quite a place, ain't it?"
ther
at
befrom
hair
golden
her
a sign to him and pulled some of
look at village? " the squaw asked, eyeing him keenly.
"You
start.
a
gave
he
neath that which had been blacked,
I went along ther chasm to ther right a ways, an' then
"Yes,
Then she smiled andmodd ed to him.
view of it. It's somethin ' like an ordinary Inj·un
good
a
got
I
satisand
joy
of
on
expressi
The boy knew her now, and an
ther women was workin', an' what men I seen
'cause
village,
faction crossed his face.
Injun style, all right."
That's
loafin'.
was
somemuttered
and
Just then the man on the floor stirred
nodded.
Flower
Yellow
thing in an incohere nt way.
"The paleface brave knows," she said. "You did not find
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She even went so far as to tell Anna and Eloise that she
would get them some of the gold that was in the valley.
The squaw was riding Arietta's horse, and as she had some
of the girl's clothing on she seemed to be proud of being with
the palefaces, as she called them.
Our friends pushed ahead as fast as the Chinamen could
keep the pack-horses going, but night overtook them before
they had covered more than a third of the distance.
They kept on, however, and as the air was cooler after the
sun went down, the traveling was far more pleasant.
Jim was forced to carry a lantern, however, so they could
see the trail now and then, as there was no telling but that
they might come to a fork somewhere that would lead the
horses astray.
In this way they kept on for over· three hours.
At the end of that time they heard a shout ahead of them,
and, recognizing Arietta's voice, they answered it in hearty
.
fashion.
"Whoopee! Whoopee!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie, not caring if there was a band of hostiles or a gang of renegades to
hear him.
The scout was delighted, because he knew that Arietta
would not cry out in such joyous strain if Wild was not with
her.
The next moment the sorrel dashed up with our hero on his
back.
"Here we are, safe and sound!" exclaimed the dashing
Prince of the Saddle. "I got away without the ransom being
paid, you see. Arietta did the business!"
Arietta and Sunlight were right behind him on the burros.
The brave girl had ridden part of the distance on the back
of Spitfire with Wild, .,1:5ut she did not want to tire the horse
any more than wa necessary, so she mounted the lazy, longeared beast and kept the company of the squaw.
Sunlight had decided to stick to Arietta and do just as she
,
said.
She even declared that she WO'uld never &"O back to the
Apache village unless the paleface maiden advised her to.
All hands were so glad to see Wild and Arietta back that
there was a general handshaking all around.
Even Wing and Hop insisted on gripping the hand of our
hero.
"Well," observed our hero, after a while, "I think we may
as well go into camp and wait until morning to go any further. There is a suitable place about half a mile back.
Come on!"
"I reckon that will about suit my horse," retorted Cheyenne
Charlie. "He's had a putty good exercisin' since ther time I
started out to find you."
On the way to the camping spot both Wild and Arietta
related what had occurred.
Then Charlie told his story.
While this was taking place the two Indian maidens were
engaged in earnest conversation in their own language.
Sunlight was endeavoring to persuade Yellow Flower to
turn from the traditions of her forefathers and stick to the
palefaces.
It was not a difficult task for her to get Yellow Flower to
do as she did, and when they were arranging things in the
camp Sunlight came to Arietta and said:
"Squaws no like Apache medicine man any more; they do
as paleface maiden say."
"All right," replied Arietta. "You can go with us, then.
You are. both very beautiful Indian maidens, and it may be
that we will be able to find good husbands for you in a couple
of honest white men. YO'u are both old enough to marry, I
should think, and if you stay in the Apache village, where
the men are so scarce, you will stand little show."
The squaw nodded and looked pleased.
Then they assured her that they were both past the age
of twenty.
"Well, that is just the age for a girl to get married," spoke
up Anna.
"How about that, Arietta?" Charlie called out.
''Well, I have got a good three years to wait, then," was the
quick reply. "But I agree with Anna. I wouldn't think of
getting rr.. nied under twenty."
"Nor I, either," declared Eloise.
Sunlight and Yellow Flower understood what was being
said, and they seemed to enjoy it.
The camp was soon got into shape and then they had as
good a supper as could well be cdbked in the wilderness, after
which they sat down and talked over the stirring events of
the past couple of days.
Wild hardlv thou!!'ht that the five villains would recover

from the effects of the liquor they had imbibed to come to
look for him, but he did not relax any vigilance, for all that.
There might be others about who would interfere with them
·
if they got the chance.
They kept a .fire burning, however, which was more to furnish light and cheerfulness than anything else, and Wing and
Hop produced a folding checker-board and began playinq- for
a small amount of money a game, though Wild did not know
it was for anything more than pastime.
They became so interested, however, and chattered in such
an exC!ited way about it that he grew suspicious.
Finally he saw Wing pass a dollar to his brother at the end
of the game.
He thought it time the game was broken up, so he got
ready to give them a surprise.
When they got the checkers arranged to begin a new game
they began wrangling as to who should have the first move.
Then Wild drew his revolver, and,"taking a quick aim, shot
·
one of the checkers off the board.
"It is my move!" he exclaimed. "That will do for you fellows. Hop, how much money have you won from Wing?"
"Me no undlestand!" protested Hop, looking blankly at his
boss.
Hut that was a way he had.
Young Wild West understood.
"Give him back his money, or I'll shoot off the end of your
pigtail!" he cried.
Then Hop smiled blandly and handed three dollars to his
brother.
"Thlee games," he said. "Wing no know how to play allee
samee yaller dogee!"
CHAPTER IX.
SANDY IKE AND HIS MEN REACH

T~E

VILLAGE.

Young Wild West had not much more than made his escape
from the shanty when the men playing cards became so
drowsy that they had to stop the game.
One by one they fell asleep, three of them with their heads
on the table and the other sliding from his stool to the floor.
They were dead to the world, and consequently it made no
difference to them just then whether Young Wild · West had
got away or not. 1
It was daylight the next morning when the man who had
been lying on the floor near our hero awoke.
He looked around him in a dazed way, and it was several
minutes before he realized where he was.
Then he got up and. looked around.
The first thing wrong he noticed was that Young Wild
West was not there.
Then he saw his still sleeping companions.
All l:YUt one had rolled to the floor by this time, and they
were dead to the world.
The man who had waked up was the fellow called Sam.
He was very nervous from the effects of the peculiar liquor,
and he made for a bottle that contained some of the stuff.
A stiff horn set his nerves right and then he proceeded to
arouse his companions.
"Wake up, you galoots!" he cried, as he shook first one and
then the other. "Young Wild West has got away while we
was asleep. Hey, Ike! Wake up, won't yer?"
Sandy Ike was the first to pay any attention to him.
"Hey? What's that, Sam?" he gasped, looking at the man
and rubbing his eyes. "Whose play is it? Where in thunder
is my cards?"
Then he realized that he was sitting on the floor of the
shanty, and, after looking around in surprise for a minute,
he staggered fo his feet.
Sam handed him a drink.
The villainous leader of the gang swallowed it eagerly.
Then between the two of them they aroused the others.
In a few minutes they were all something like themselves.
"So Young Wild West is gone, is he?" remarked Sandy Ike,
as he went to the door and saw the sun just coming up. "By
thunder! but that is mighty queer, ain't it? Mebbe Gizzle has
come an' got him, boys. If he did he must have got ther
thousand dollars."
Sam shook his head.
· "I don't think Gizzle has been here," he said.
"Why don't yer?"
"Well, look at ther rum there is left! If he'd been here he
wouldn't have left much of it."
"But if he was goin' back with Youruz Wild West to git
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"It was an Injun, all ri!fht, an' don't yer furgit it! Boys,
ther money-say? Then he wouldn't have had time to
I've found ther way to git over t o ther other side of ther
drink."
"That's so too. But you kin bet that Gizzle ain't been chasm!"
"What!" cried the man in astonishment.
here since h~ went away yisterday."
"It's a fact, boys. I follered ther Injun' an' seen where
The five men now went out of the cabin.
,
The fresh morning air made them feel better, and when he went. It's jest as easy as pie, too!"
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Sandy Ike. "I don't know as we're apt to have a scrun"Most likely," retorted Sam. "Young Wild West could mage with ther redskins over there, but it'll be jest as well
have took his horse an' all ther rest, as fur as we was con- if yer see that your shooters is in order."
cerned. There wasn't one of us what could have stopped him,
They all made an examination of their revolv~rs and
I reckon. That rum of ther Apaches is sartinly great stuff." rifles, and when they w re sure that they were all nght and
"Yes an' that jest reminds me that I want another drink of loaded they said so.
it," obs~rved Sandy Ike, grinning as though he had said some"Ytmng Wild West got away with his shooters, I see,"
'
thing that was real smart.
Sandy Ike, as he looked on the floor where the
remarked
"I reckon we kin all stand another drink of ther stuff," weapons had been placed when the boy was brought in.
spoke up another. "There's more'n enough left fur a round, I
"Yes, I reckon he had use fur 'em," retorted Sam. "But
,
reckon."
I'm mighty glad he didn't take a notion ter use any of 'em
T11ey found that there was, so they all had some.
on me, though. He kin shoot too straight."
They had gathered inside the shanty to drink the liquor, and
"Never mind Young Wild West now'!" cried the leader.
haphe
it
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after
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the
over
handed
Ike
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"Jest drop him from your minds;, b'oys! •1 We've got somepened to look out of the doorway.
thing else to think about. It may' be tll~t we kin get inter
Then it was that he gave a start.
ther valley without ther redskicii knowih' it, an' if we kin
He caught the least glimpse of an Indian's tufted head we'll stand a wonderful good s11ow Of. -tittin' at ther gold
.
among the bushes.
·
what's there."
"Boys," said he in a whisper, "an Injun is spyin' on us! It
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I
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chief,
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one of them.
his head-dress. You fellers jest wait here! I'm goin' out to
"That's right. Hobble 'em an' let 'em have a chance to
to."
see what he's up
git grass an' water," said Sandy ,Ike.
The leader of the villains went out by the rear door and
Sam ran out and obeyed.
worked his way around to the spot where he had seen the
"Ther sorrel stallion ain't there, all right," he observed
Indian.
when he come back. "Young Wild West took his horse
He was just in time to see a receding form m~ving along with him, an' everything else but ther saddle, which is
the ledge.
hangin' there an' was right over his very head."
.
A sudden thought struck Sand:,i: Ike.
"I r eckon h~'ll come an' git ther saddle after we're gone,"
"I bet he's goin' back to ~her village! " he exclaimed undE'.r retorted one.
his breath. "Now is my time to find out ther way to git
Five minutes later the men were moving along for the
there!"
spot where the Apache had disappeared.
·
Sandy Ike was deeply interested now.
Sandy Ike led the way right to the spot.
If he could only find a way to get into the l~ttl e _valley that
"There's ther place," he whispered. "Don't look like a
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he
chasm
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"Not much!" retorted Sam. "What have yer been doin',
· CautiO'usly he worked his way along, catchmg a glimpse of Ike, jokin' with us?"
then.
and
now
the Indian
"Oh, I reckon it ain't what yer kin call a joke," and with
Past the place where the blazed trail ended so a):Jruptly the that the man took hold of the vines and pushed them aside.
redskin went ahd along the route Cheyenne Charlie had gone
Then a rift in the face 0£ the cliff that was about six
. . feet wide was disclosed.
over when h~ first got there in search of Wild.
But the Indian did not ·proceed as far as the scout did m
It was open at the top, too, for the light came down very
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Sandy Ike's followers were much mystified.
cliff, and, looking around as though to make sur~ that he was
But they were delighted, as well, and they eagerly pushed
not observed ·he stepped up and pulled them a side.
their way into the opening.
Sandy Ike' was looking right at him at that very insta nt,
Sam took the lead, Ike giving way to him willingly
rubbed
he
disappear
suddenly
redskin
and when he saw the
enough, it seemed.
his hands with satisfaction.
Along the passage went Sam, the rest following, and
"It's mighty easy when yer know how," he muttered. after a few yards had been traversed he came to a slanting
"Now . I mustn't take my eyes off that place till I gits right descent.
to it. ' Then I kin mark it an' go an' git th~r r est of ther
"We could have brung ther horses if we'd wanted ter," he
gang. I don't jest feel like follerin' ther 'Pache ~lone." remarked. "Here's ther prints of them burros' hoofs here."
The villain was altogether too cowa~dly ~o do this.
This was indeed the case.
He made his way slowly to the hangmg vmes, and when
The men grew more confident when they saw the prints,
he stepped within three feet ?f the identical place w~er~ the for they knew that where one of the long-eared animals
Indian had disappeared 4e picked up a stone and laid it on could go they could.
a rock that was there.
Down a winding descent they went until they found
"There! I reckon that'll mark ther spot!" he muttered, themselves in darkness.
anyhow.
it,
as he looked around. "But pshaw! I'd know
But a faint glimmer of light ahead told them that it was
There ain't no other place like it in sjght."
all right, so after a moment's hesitation they went on.
Two minutes later they found themselves at the bottom
Back to the shanty went Sandy Ike.
"Gizzle ain't got back yet, hey?" he remar ked, as he of the chasm.
They looked up and shook their heads as they thought
looked at those present.
"No," was the reply. "Was it an Injun you seen, or of what the result of a fall from above would be.
"Now which way do we go?" asked Sam.
wasn't it Young Wild West, or one of his friends?"
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"Foller ther hoofprints; there they are," answered Sandy
Ike.
.
"That's right! Come on, then."
Into the mouth of a passage similar to the one they had
just come down he stepped, and then up a slope.
It wound this way and that, and was so dark there that
.
they could scarcely see their way at times.
But ten minutes from the time they entered the rift that
was covered by the hanging vines they were not only on
the other side of the chasm, but the ridge that sloped down
to the valley as well.
Right before them lay the Apache village.
The villains had been seen, too, for there was almost
instantly considerabl e excitement among the squaws who
were working in the fields.
, The five now put on all the boldness they could command and headed for the village, which was less than a
.
quarter of a mile away.
Straight up to the crowd went the five rascals, growmg'
bolder at every step, as they saw that the Indians showed no
signs of hostility.

CHAPTER X.
WILD TELLS THE MEDICINE MAN S9METHING .

The night passed without Young Wild West and his
friends being disturbed, and a little after daybreak they
were up and stirrin~.
"Now, then, to to"!J.o,>y ~P,..e blazed trail to its end and then
get into the vall~y .and · ,find some gold!" our hero exclaimed, after they. hadr eaten their. breakfast. ·
"But ther first tfl1r\~ I want to find lS my saddle,'' spoke
up Cheyenne Ch:µ-Iie. . "When them fellers got Spitfire
they took it, an' when ~l:lu come back with him you was
bareback. I was usin' Jim's all day yisterday, but now I
s'pose I've got to go witl1out for a while."
"Not very long, either," retorted Wild. "Your saddle is
in the shanty, and I guess we'll stop and get it. We won't
have much trouble about it, either, I think.''
"No, I reckon ther measly coyotes won't attempt to put
up much of a figh.t. If they do I feel sorry for 'em."
Our friends reached the shanty nearly two hours after
the five villains had vacated it to go over into the Indian
.
village.
Young Wild West acted with caution at first, because he
thought the men might fire on them from the shanty.
He went around and found their horses in the rear nibbling at the grass, and then, of course, he thought they
must be somewhere about.
"Me go to door and find out," Sunlight said.
"All right," answered Wild. "I guess that would be a
good way. If they are there they are very still."
The Apache maiden left them and boldly walked up to
the door.
She knocked, and as there was no reply, she pushed it
.
.
open.
A swift glance about the room told he7 that it was devoid
of a human being.
"Nobody here!" she called out.
Then our.friends came up the hill and halted before the
shanty.
"I want my saddle!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, as he
dismounted and made for the door.
"You'll find it hanging on the wall, Charlie," replied Wild.
"All right."
He did find it there, and out he came with it half a
minute later.
"I wonder where ther measly coyotes are?" he observed,
as he proceeded. to put the saddle on his horse. "Must have
gone out to look for .ther feller I dropped, I i:eck~n.''
"That might be," said our hero. "But one thmg is certain. They didn't intend to go very far, or they would have
taken their horses. The villains are not far away, you can
bet on it!"
"Well, I don't know as we have any particular business
with them, anyway," spoke up Jim Dart.
"Oh, yes!" exclaimed Wild. "I want to get the money
Sandy Ike took from me. He · mustn't have that, you
·
know."
"That's so. I forgot that you said he took all the money
you had on you."
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. "It wasn't such an awful lot, but I am going to have it,
Just the same."
.
;;I don't blame you, Wild."
. I i;eckon you folks would like to have a look at ther InJun village, wouldn't you ? " spoke up Cheyenne Charlie just
then.
"Yes!" exclaimed Arietta. "I haven't seen it yet."
"Come on, then. I'll soon have you where you kin see it."
The two squaws appeared to be rather nervous when the
scout led the way along the ledge and across· the end of the
.
blazed trail.
Before they reached a point where they could look down
on th~ v:al\ey, however, they came to the spot where the
five villams had entered the winding passage and crossed
under to the valley.
In their excitement Sandy Ike and his men had hot rearranged_ the vines after they passed through.
In their eagerness they had ~orn them considerabl y, anyhow, and now part of the opening could plainly be seen
"What's this?" Young Wild West observed, as he dismounted and stepped up to the opening.
He pulled the vines aside so he could have a good nook
"Ahl" he exclaimed. "How about this, Sunlight? Her~
are the tracks of your burros in here. Is this the way you
.
go to get to your village ? "
"Yes, that is the wa.y," was the reply.
"Well, there are the prints of boot-heels here, too, which
shows that the bad paleface men, as you have been calling
them, have gone through here. I guess we may as well go
'
too, if that is the case."
"That is right!" added Yellow Flower.
"Well, then, you .will go with us and explain to your
peo'ple that we have not come there to harm them. lf the
bad men are there we will drive them out in a hurry"
"And when you co,me away Yellow Flower and Suniight
come, too?"
"Oh, certainly you will, if you still want to stick to us "
" "Tl:ey will never stick to us, never fear," said Arieti~.
Sunlight and Yellow Flower are going to learn the way5
of the palefaces and then they will be all right. We will
take .them back to the Black Hills, if we ever go there
again."
"Oh, we'll go there again," Wild retorted. "I have an
idea that things are booming up there now. In a couple of
months, or perhaps sooner, we'll go back."
"Well, the question before us now is whether we will go
through this peculiar passage or not," remarked Jim Dart.
"Go I Of course we'll go!" exclaimed our hero. "Sunlight, can we take our horses?"
"Oh, yes!" was the reply. "But lead them, and one go
ahead of the other."
As they knew they could depend upon what the two
Apache girls said, our friends proceeded through the crooked
passage fearlessly.
Sunlight led her burro right behind Wild, and whenever
he paused she would tell him it was all right.
They reached the bottom of the chasm, crossed it and
entered the passage that led into the valley.
"This is a wonderful piece of J:msiness!" Jim Dart ex·
claimed.
They came out in full view of the village a few minutes
later, and then Sunlight pointed excitedly to a group gathered in front of the lodge of the medicine man.
Our friends looked and saw that there were white men
there, and that they appeared to be perfectly at their ease.
"There's ther measly coyotes!" cried Cheyenne Charlie.
"Hanged if .they ain't gone an' made friends with ther Injuns !"
The moment our fliends was observed by the Apaches and
whites there was a sudden stir among them.
The white men flourished their weapons threatening ly
and the ·Apaches seemed to be on the verge of making a rush
i
to meet the newcomers .
"Those fellows have managed to get very friendly with
your peqple, Sunlight,'' Wild said. "See! they all · want to
:(i.ght us.''
"My people must not fight the white men!" the girl answered. "Wait! I will go to them and tell the medicine
man that the palefaces he has made friends with are bad."
Sunlight mounted her burro and rode straight for the
village, while the r.est remained at a halt
As Sunlight rode up two braves suddenly stepped up to
'
her and seized her.
0
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The startled cry she uttered could be plainly heard by
CHAPTER XI.
our friends.
Yellow Flower looked very much frightened.
SOME QUEER DOINGS.
"The medicine man will make a sacrifice of Sunlight!"
she said. "He will have her burned on· the pile of stones
Sandy Ike gave the word to his men and they withdrew
behind his lodge."
to the rear of the lodge as soon as the rest of our friends
won't
"We
West.
Wild
"No, he won't!" ;tetorted. Young ·
came up.
allow him to. If ne tries anything like that there will be
One of the braves who could speak English well happened
vilsomething less than twenty Apache braves left in the
to come around just then.
unless
lage. We will begin on them and clean them out,
Sandy Ike called him.
·
they surrender in short order!"
The redskin came over.
"See here," the villain began, "if you let them people stay
Yellow Flower looked relieved.
"Young Wild West is a great brave," she said. "He can here they will clean out everything you've got here. Them
two squaws you sent over with ther firewater fur us has
do what he says· his tongue is not crooked."
"All right, Yeilow Flower, I am glad you think so. Now, gone an' told 'em that there's lots of gold here, an' t~at'.s
Charlie, you and I will ride over there and have a talk with what they've come after. That boy with ther long hair is
a bad one, an' don't yer forgit it! He made me give that
them."
money to him 'cause he tried to rob me yisterday, an' I got
"All right!" said the scout.
Our hero and the scout rode off at a swift gallop toward away from him. He hollered out to me that he would take
ther money away from me ther first time he met me, an' he
the gathering in front of the lodge of the medicine man.
There was a strange silence among the Apaches and white done it. He kin shoot awful straight, an' quick, too, so
there was no use in me refusin' to give it to him. He'd
villains then.
The latter knew what Young Wild West could do, and it have shot me stone dead afore I could have done a thing,
is quite likely that the former were impressed by the bold- an' then there'd have been a time of it. Ther chances is
that he might have got downed, but some more of us ·would
ness of the advance upon them by the two.
Both Wild and Charlie had their rifles hung over their have went, too, so what's ther use of it. Livin' is better
shoulders, but they did not make a move to get ,them in than dyin', any time."
"That is what the great medicine man teaches us," nodded
their hands ready for use.
the brave. "The men are few here, and we must save them
Wild did not halt until he was almost among the crowd. to keep up the new branch. Our religion is the only reThen he saw that the majority of the Indians were ligion! We .b elieve in the ~reat Father o~ the Happy
squaws.
Hunting Grounds, but we .believe that a s.acrifice must b.e
"What is the trouble here?" he called out, flashing a made to Him whenever things do not go nght. The mediglance over the faces before him. "Sandy Ike, I have come cine man had said that the squaw Sunlight must be burned
for that money you stole from me! If you don't hand it on the altar to-night, and she must be burned or our reover inside of ten seconds you will be a dead man!"
ligion is lost!"
As quick as a flash Wild covered the villain with his reHe pointed to a pile of stones not far distant, and Sandy
volver, while Charlie, with a shooter in either hand, watched Ike and his followers nodded approval.
the rest of the gang.
"Of course ther squaw must be burned!" the villain said.
At this juncture an oid Indian, who was in a very fancy "We'll help ther medicine man to do it, too."
attire and who had many feathers in his hair and strings
"I reckon Gizzle must have got his medicine," spoke up
of beads about his neck, stepped up rat'her timidly.
'
Sam.
"Man steal money from you?" he asked.
"Who from?"
"Some of Young Wild West's gang, most likely."
"Yes," answered Wild. "He is a cowardly thief. Sandy
"Well, if he did it is too bad."
Ike is no· good! He would steal everything you have if he
About half an hour after the brave the villains had been
got the chance."
The gaudily attired Apache looked at the five men and talking with had left them they were surprised to see the
medicine man himself, calling toward them.
shook his head.
The villains arose to their feet and saluted him in great
"They say you no .good, and you say they no good!" he
.
.
shape.
remarked, shaking his head in· a puzzled way.
As t.hey were trying to curry favor with him, they were
"Well, you will find out which is which before long, chief. ready
to do anything that would be apt to please him.
Are you the medicine man?"
The saluting did please ;m wonderfully.
"Yes, me big medicine man. I heal the sick, make the
"I have come to say much to the paleface men in little
·
rain and--"
" he said, as he paused before them and looked
words
what
do-or
can
you
what
us
telling
mind
never
"Well,
around as though he was afraid he would be heard by some
you can't do, rather. Where is Sunlight?"
else.
"Sunli ght must be punished for showing the palefaces one"Go
ahead an' say it, great chief!" retorted Sandy Ike,
the way to the valley."
another elaborate bow.
making
"No, she mustn't be punished, either. If you don't let her
"If the palefaces will take the religion of the Apaches
go free something will happen to you, Mr. Medicine Mani who have left the reservation and marry the squaws who
There are only twenty of you now, and I guess I ca:n dro8. want husbands they can live here always and be great men."
half a dozen myself, if it comes to a quick fight. You don t
"That's a putty good idea, I reckon. What do yer think
want to lose any more of the men of your tribe, do you 7"· of it, boys?"
It was hard to understand just what the expression that
All but Sam nodded approvingly.
came over the face of the medicine man really meant.
"I ain't had time to think," he said.
"Sunlight shall not be harmed," he said.
"If the palefaces will agree to take our religion they shall
"All right. Now, I don't suppose you have any objections have a lodge to live in, and they shall be fed on roast anteif we camp near your lodge, have you?"
lope," went on the medicine man.
"The paleface boy can do as he thinks best. He is a
"An' how about some firewater?" spoke up Sandy Ike.
hand
a
and
eagle
great brave, and he has an eye like the
"They shall have firewater, too."
that is steady."
"Then we'll agree."
"The paleface chief has spoken wisely. Come!"
"Thank you for the compliment. Now, just see to it that
The five men followed him around to the front of the
Sunlight is not harmed. If she ·is there will be no medicine man here very long!"
lodge.
They saw that Young Wild West and his friends had
Then, while Charlie kept his eye on the five white men,
Wild turned and rode back a little way and beckoned for formed a camp on an open piece of ground near a fringe
of tall trees, and also that they appeared to be taking things
Jim to come on with the rest.
They came almost immediately, and when the Indians rather comfortably.
The medicine man led the men along until he came to a
saw Yellow Flower with them they looked at her angrily.
The queer religion the medicine man had been teaching hut that had the appearance of being unoccupied.
Then he came to a halt.
them caused them to hate her for being in the company of
"This for you," he said to Sandy Ike.
the palefaces.
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a fire; an' some of ther
. "All right," was the grinning r eply. "I reckon that ain't They're carryin' wood to start
squaws is luggin' stones up to ther front of ther lodge."
so bad. "
"Right you are, Charlie," nodded our hero. "Now, I guess
T~e door was opened for him, so Ike stepped in and stood
we'll see something that is funny."
looking out.
The medicine man had found out before this that Sam
He saw that our fri ends were watching what was taking
had quit the hut he had been assigned to and taken up his
place with no little interest.
they considere d to be their enemies.
The medicine man went on, ancl at each unoccupie d hut quarters with the crowd
induce him to come back and join
to
move
no
made
men.
he
the
But
of
one
to
it
assigned
and
stopped
he
to
he came
his former companio ns.
The last to be placed was Sam.
Meanwhil e our friends were watching the iproceedings
" "I W<?nder what's goin' ter happen next?" he thought.
don't
interest.
I
with
wife!
a
for
squaw
no
want
don't
I
Hang it all!
Stones were being scattered over the ground in a space of
:vant no wife, anyhow. I never yet had one, an' I don't
.
perhaps eight feet square.
mtend ter."
was 'piled
brush
and
wood
filled
was
square
the
little
no
When
with
did
man
medicine
the
He watched what
upon them, then the medicine man appeared, wearing the
anxiety.
skull of a buffalo on his head and a big string of rattlethe
to
squ~w
Presently he saw him lead a good-look ing
snake. skins hanging from his neck.
Ike.
hut tha t had been turned over to Sandy
He danced and bowed before the pile for a couple of min"'Yell, I'll be shot!" he gasped, when he saw his leader ute~ and then turning to the sun, knelt three times before it.
plumb
gone
receive the squaw with a polite bow. "Ike has
"Tney are sun worshippe rs, I guess," Jim observed.
crazy! But ther rest of ther men will do ther same as he
"Yes, their new religion is nothing more than the old that
own
their
does, 'cause they ain't got enough brains ter do
ancestors believed in four hundred years ago," retorted
their
lored
copper-co
thinkin'. Well, afore I take one of them
"That medicine man no doubt thinks he is making
Wild.
Young
wimme11 fur a wife I'll auit tbis hut an' go over ter
n upon us."
impressio
great
a
Wild West an' take my chances."
Just then the medicine man lighted the pile and soon rt
to
meant
he
that
told
that
manner
a
in
The man nodded
was blazing merrily.
,
do as he said.
Our friends watched the scene with interest.
second
the
to
led
was
squaw
another
Five minutes later
None of t}).e white men could be seen, as they were in the
be.
to
wife
his
received
third
the
man, and then
they had been assigned to.
huts
Sam did not wait for the fourth wife to be delivered.
It was not until the pile of brushwoo d had burned to
by
around
going
hut,
the
left
and
He watched his chance
ashes that they appeared.
the back way.
And when they were led out by their brides . they were
our
of
camp
the
to
getting
in
time
no
Then he lost
without their boots.
friends.
"They're barefoote d, all right!" said Cheyenne Charlie, a
"Say!" said he, breathles sly; "I'm onlr a rascally man, broad grin covering his face. "Now you'll see some fun."
Let
that!
like
YEJung Wild West, but I can't stand anything
Four squaws now sprang to the hot ashes and be~n to
me stay with yer, won't yer?"
it from the stones with rude brooms.
sweep
"Let me see," retorted our hero, looking at him sharply.
did it quickly so the heat that had got into the
They
unless
one,
"You are the fellow who was against killing any
not get out.
could
stones
it was done to save yourself, I believe."
stones were bared each candidate for the :rethe
When
"Yes, that's me. I am Sam-jus t plain Sam."
fanatics was seized by two braves and led up
the
of
ligion
·
"And you don't like the way your fiiends are doing?"
place.
dancing
hot
the
to
"No, I won't take no wife, 'cause I don't want none."
ns on the faces of the villains were anytttlng
expressio
The
The girls looked at the man with no little interest."
but pleasant ones.
He seemed to be a peculiar sort of a villain to them.
Sam began to grin.
"Wild," said Arietta, "let the man stay with us . . I really
believe he is not as bad as the rest."
"Oh, I am of that opinion, too," was the reply. "He is
CHAPTE R XII.
not as bad as the rest."
The face of Sam li!fhted up.
CONCLUSION.
Then he told them Just what was in the wind.
"Ah!" exclaimed our hero. "They want to strengthe n
their cause, do they? Well, I must say that they. are poor
The medicine man now picked up a sort of drum and bejudges, EJr they would not choose such subjects to convert gan beating upon it.
to their religion. However, I suppose they are as good
Then every man, woman and child in the village hurried
morally as the medicine man is."
the spot and formed a ring around the four candidate s.
to
"They must be a bad lot, 'cause they are goin' ter burn
All hands now moved up closer to the circle.
ther squaw what was with you folks."
Just as they ~ot near enough to see all that was going
"They are, eh!" cried Wild. "When?"
the ugly-look ing medicine man ceased beating- the drum
on
"To-night one of ther Injuns told us. They are goin' to for a minute and command ed the four men to step on the
burn her alive on a pile of stones back of ther shanty ther hot stones and begin to dance.
medicine man lives in, which they call an. altar, or somethin'
They had been divested of. their weapons, as our friends
like that."
could see, so there was no chance for them to put up a fight
"Well, I rather think they won't burn any one on the altar. even if they desired to.
What do you say, boys?" and Wild turned to Charlie and
But they hesitated about obeying the command.
Jim.
They knew they were going to have the skin burned from
they
"I reckon not while we're able to hold a shooter
the soles of their feet, and they did not like the thoughts
.
won't!" retorted the scout.
of it.
"That's what's the matter!" exclaimed Jim.
when the braves in charge of them pushed the
However,
Yell ow Flower had heard and understoo d the conversa- villains up they hopped upon the stones and began dancing
tion.
like mad.
Then the medicine man beat time for them with the drum.
The girl was much alarrn,ed.
said.
she
"
Sunlight!
of
It was certainly torture for the four men.
"They make sacrifice
The Apaches would have stood it without a murmur, but
"No, they won't!" . answered Arietta. "We won't leb
with them it was different.
them."
"Ow-wow l"Jelled Sandy Ike, the first to let out his feelWild turned to her and asked her what the ceremony
would be when the white men took the religion of the fa- ings in a voe way. "Let us git off ther hot stones, won't
.
yer, chief?"
natical Apaches.
"Go on and dance!" was the reply, and then the braves
"They must dance with their bare feet on ·hot stones,"
singing a chant.
was the reply. "Then they must kneel three times to the and squaws began
The victims of the strange religion began yelling in unison
sun and say what the medicine man tells them to."
''.That ain't so bad," chuckled Cheyenne Charlie. "I kin now.
Every time one of them made a break to get through the
jest enjoy seein' them measly coyotes dancin' on hot stones.
in a hurry.
Great gimlets! I reckon they're gittin' ready for it now! circle he would be forced back

'
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If they landed on their hands a11d knees they got up with
astonishing quickness'.
The girls turned away from the spot as the howls of the
\
four became piteous.
Then all hands went back to the camp.
o.f ther
out
"I'm awful glad I had sense enough ter git
gang," observed S.a m, sl~aking his head. . "I reckon I'll walk
a straight path af ter this."
The danwng was kept up until the four villains ·could no
longer keep at it.
When they fell from sheer exhaustion they \\rere dragged
from the hot stones by ·the briJ.ves atten·ctl.hg them anti carried to their huts.
But their feet were so badly burned that lt would be
several days before they would be able to walk upon them.
,
.
However, the medicine man was not done.
He went to the hut oi' Sandy Ike and compelled him to
crawl out and bow three times to the sun.
Then he -led the squaw who had been assigned to him over
.
.
and made them join hands. 1
He then went through a jargon that was scarcely . m~el
Jigible to those of his own race and wound up by declarmg
,
them man and wife.
Then he went to the others and did the same thmg.
That wound up the ceremonies.
Young Wlld West thought it now aoout time to interfere
in behalf of the girl who was · cohderrtned to be burned to
.,_,
t' " h. e sa1u.
f
h
.
death.
"I'll go and have a talk with t at ana 1c.
"Charlie you and Jim come a little way and be on the lookout for danger. I hardly think they will put U.'p a fight, but
ii they do just be ready for them."
The two nodded and followed the daring boy over to .the
lodge, in front of which the m~dl.cip:e ~!ln was standm~,
going through a sort of chant before retmhg to remove hls
head-dress and robes.
"See here!" exclaimed Young Wild West, walking up and
slapping the fellow on the shoultler. "Do you know ' one
• thing, old man? I want you to send Sunlight to ·o ur camp
· .
inside of ten minutes!"
The medicine man shook his head as though to frighten
him, and, be.coming exasperated, Wild knocked the buffale
.
skull from his head.
"We won't stand any more fooling/' he went on, levellng
his revolver at ~im. "I.f Sunlight is )_lot in our camp,. un,
harmed, inside o'f ten mmutes I am gomg to shoot daylight
through your ugly carcass. We c:o:me h~re to d<;> no hann.
but if you are going to cut up hke this we will have to
straighten things out. Do you understand what I say?"
"The great medicine man understands what the paleface
boy says" was the reply. "But the palefaces are wrong.
They wili wither and die in the sun for coming here! They
will dry up and blow away like the leaves from the t~·ees."
"Never mind about that. Do as I say, or yolil will be
. .
.
ready for buiial in a 'very few minutes."
The old Indian was very mad, but he was tremblmg with
.
.
fear, too.
He flung off his fi~ery and 'st''.l~ted from the spot, Wild
keeping him covered m the meantime.
. Into a hut he weht close by, and the next minute h6
cii-me out leadirig Sunlight by the ai-m.
Then he looked up at the sun !ilnd mumbled over something and released his hold upen the girl.
.
She at once ran ·toward Wild. .
"Go on back to th:e camp, .Sunh.·g ht," our hero said. ":t
guess you are not going to be burned ailive to-night."
('Arietta's lover is a great brave!" she answered. "Sunlight will never forget him."
"That's all right. You stick to us and you will be far better off than you will be ii you stay here among such a gang
.
of crazy Apaches."
The Indian girl was very glad to get bacll: to the girls.
The medicine man now hastened to his lodge, so Wild
went back to the camp, followed by his two partners.
Wild gave the order to Wing and Hop and they started a
fire and procefded to get dinner ready.
They had a good supply of eatables stiU; so all they
needed was water.
"One of you redskins come here an' git us some wafter!"
called out Charlie to a group of the Aj'laches neat th'e lodge.
It was astonishing to see how quickly one of them came
·
for the pail he held in his hand.
"You'd better go with him, Charlie," suggested Anna.
"Suppose the Indians we're to put poison i.1i. the water 7"
"That's rizht. I'll sro with him."

The scout followed the Apache to a neighboring spring
.
and waited for h1m to fill the pail.
Then he came back, none of the rest offering to mterfere
in the least way with them.
The dinner .was cooked and eaten just as ~hough there
were no such thing as an Indian village withm a hundred
miles of them.
Their coolness had great effect on the Apaches.
"When are yer goin' away from here?" asked Sam, as he
lighted his pipe, after having eaten the best meal he had
tasted in days.
"Before dark, I guess," replied Wild.
"Will yer let me go with yer?"
"Certainly. We wot:i't go and leave you to the sa;rne fa~e
as your companions got. You objected to it, and they did
not."
"Will yer let me make a suggestion?"
"Y.es. Go ahead."
'"!'here's plenty of gold here, an' tJ1er lnjuns don't have
no use for it."
"So we have heard."
"Why: don't yer make 'em give yer some of it afore -:,;er
go a>vay, then?"
"That would be a good . idea, Sam. You are all right at
making suggestions, it s?ems."
"Well, I ain't speakin' fur myself. I only thought that
you peopie is entitled to about anything that kin be had,
that's all."
"Very well. Then there will be some for you. HeJlo!
here comes a message from the medicine man, I guess. One
of the Apaches just came out of the lodge and he is coming
'
this way."
Sure enough, one of the older braves came up, bowing
·
respectfully as he got there.
"Well, what do you want?" asked Wild.
"The great medicine man says the sun will not set till. the
bad palefaces go away with Sunlight and Yellow Flower," .
was the rer;ly.
"Then he considers that we are the bad palefaces, eh ? "
"Everything will wither in the sun and die!" went on the
Indian, not noticing what the boy said.
"See here!" exclaimed our hero. "If the great medicine
man wants us to go away he must give us each a present
of a bag of gold. It must be as big as this," and he picked
up a stone that must have weighed a pound.
The Apache nodded.
Then he bowed low and hastened back to the lodge.
There were just eleven in the party, counting the two
Indian maidens and Sam, and ten minutes later 'they saw
just that number of squaws approaching, each with a
weighty buckskin bag.
'" Thunder!" ejaculated Sam. "Ain't I glad I come ter you
.
people, though."
'l'he squaws came up and laid down the bags of gold.
Then they bowed and quickly retired.
"One for each of us!" · exclaimed Wild. "Now, each of
you examine what you take and ma'ke sur e that they are not
fooling us."
"Ther weight is there, so there's no foolin' about it," retorted Charlie, as he picked up one of the bags.
And they found that it was pure gold in all of them.
"I guess this trip has panned out pretty well," observed
Wild. "We'll go back to the ra,nch, and maybe some other
time we'll take a notion to follow the blazed tra il again."
The Indians watched them in silence as they mounted
their horses and rode away.
As they entered the passage the two squaws looked back
upon the ·place they were leaving and sigh ed.
They were going to make a change, and it was all for the
best.
There is not much more to add to this story.
Sam got his horse from those in t'he rear of the shanty
and accompanied our friend s to the next town.
Young Wild West and his friends reached the r a nch they
were stopping at without adventure, a nd thus ends t he story
of the blazed trail and Arietta as a scout.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
FOUR OF A KIND; OR, A CURIOUS COMBINATION ."
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SECRETARY HOUSTON URGES WOMEN TO
PRESERVE FOOD.
"Every housewife this year should restore to her
home the often overlooked home industries of canning, preserving, pickling, and drying of perishable
. fruits or vegetables," said David F. Houston, Secretary of Agriculture, to-day. "The large number of
new back-yard gardens which have been planted this
year shortly will begin to yield their extra harvest of
beans, peas, carrots, beets, sweet corn, and tomatoes. The regular supplies also will reach the markets and, as happens each summer, the local supply
at times will exceed immediate consumptive capacity. Not to conserve much of this surplusage of
valuable food would be sinful waste. The present
·food and labor situations are such that no household
is justified in looking to others to release it wholly
from individual responsibility and constructive action in saving and conserving food. All any home
should expect of others is to supply those foods
which can not be produced effectively by its own
members. '.1'he railroads will be bu:~ened wi~~ the
transportabon of staple foods and civil and military
necessaries from localities of production and manufacture to districts incapable of supplying their own
"
needs.
"It follows that all locally produc~d foods, conserved by horn~ methods: lessen the wmter pr~ss:ire
on transportation agencies and also release similar
products of factor,:ies for other purposes. ·
"I urge every household, therefore, to can all surplus perishable products for which they have containers and to dry and keep in paper any additional
surplus suitable for such preservation."
IT IS THE PEOPLE'S WAR
"The great fact that stands out above all the rest
is that this is a people's war, a war for freedom and
justice and self-government among all the nations of
the world, a war to make the world safe for the peoples ·who live upon it and have made it their own."Woodrow Wilson, President of the United States.
THE PEOPLE HAVE ANSWERED.
"I know that on the 15th of June every man, woman, and child in this country will tell the world in
thunderous tones that the American Congress made
no mistake when it pledged all of the resources of
this mighty Nation for the conduct of this righteous
war."-Secretary McAdoo, in New York speech of
June 4.
BOND PURC;FIASES AND NATIONAL SAVING
In a speech delivered by Secretary of the Treasury
McAdoo in New York City June 4, 1917, he made the
following statement:
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"If this war continues for another 12 months, it
is probable that the total amount of financing the
Government will have to do to cover its own expen'ditures and extend the necessary credit to the allied
Governments will amount to ten billion dollars."
This or some 'l arge amount will be expended by
the Governments of the United States and its allies
in the United States in the purchase of products of
various kinds of our farms, factories; and mines.
This money is tQ be rais'ed largely by the sale of
bonds ih the United States which have been and will
be purchased by the people of th.is country.
Economists are now speculating as to whether
under these conditions the people of the United
States are going to spend as milch as they ordinarily
·would and to their usual expenditures will there be
added the ten billion dollars or such sums as may be
spent by the Governments, or will the people curtail
their expenditures by approximately the amount
they invest in Government bonds, with the result
that the expenditures in America this year will be
practically· the same as heretofore, the people purchasing approximately as much less than usual as
the Governments purchase more.
It is hoped that this happy balance will be effected.
The large bond buyers will very probably curtail
their investments along other lines to the extent they
invest in Government bonds. Their ordinary expenditures though will probably remain the
'
'
same.

It is regarded as probable that the great body of
purchasers of the smaller amounts of Liberty Loan
Bonds are going to curtail their living expenses,
largely in the way of clltting off luxuries, pretty
much by th~ amount they invest in Government
bonds. The man with an. annual income of a thousand dollars who bought or buys a hundred dollar
Government bond will cut down his yearly expenses
one hundred dollars; the ten thousand dollar a year
man who has bought a thousand or a twenty-five
hundred dollar bond will cut out superfluities and
luxuries to that amount.
Of course this is a matter largely of surmise, but
the conclusion seems based on sound reasoning and
many known instances. It is stated with confidence
by publicists that the great majority of the purchasers of the Liberty Loan Bonds will at the end of 12
months be richer by the amount of their bond purchases, having by economy saved that much during
the year.
The Liberty Loan Bond issue is going to be a
tremendous factor for good in the economic life of
the American people. The expenditure of vast sums
for American products will bring prosperity. If
this is accompanied by economy, our country will
~ndeed b~ fortunate.
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STARTING AT THE BOTTOM
-OR-

TH£ BOY. WHO WON OUT
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
ditional instructions Mr. Winner might wish to
CHAPTER VII (Continued).
give.
reto
wish
"And now," ,went on Mr. Winner, "we
He was soon in the offices of the fil'm, and made
cover the goods, and have decided to assign that task
to you. Of course, we could send an officer and take his report.
"So she has changed her quarters, eh?" said Mr.
the goods forcibly, but we don't like to do that if it
"Well, go to her new address and get the
Winner.
likely
more
much
it
can be avoided; and we think
that she will give them up to you, a boy, than if we goods, if you possibly can do so."
"Very well, sir."
were to send a man, as she would try to argue with
again set out, and in less than half an hour
Joe
be
a man, whereas she will understand that it would
the bell at the house where the woman
ringing
was
a
to
matters
explain
or
with
argue
to
useless to try
her . quarters. When the door was
up
had taken
boy."
if Mrs. Warner was in.
asked
he
opened,
"I will do my best, sir," said Joe. "But I don't
girl; "she went out about an
the
replied
"No,"
goods
the
know whether I shall be able to recover
hour ago; but she said she would not be gone long,
or not."
and it is likely she will be back soon."
"Well, you can try, at any rate."
Joe was afraid that if he went in. and waited for
"Yes, sir."
woman, she would take the alarm when told that
the
and
purchased
goods
the
of
They gave Joe a list
the address of the woman, and he set out on his some one was there, and would hasten away, and so
he thanked the girl and turned away and crossed
errand.
the street and entered a store on the cor ner. He
exnot
did
It may as well be admitted that he
could get a good view of the honse from the window
readily
could
He
task.
the
of
nature
the
actly like
understand how it might prove to be a very un- of the store, and he stationed himself there and
pleasant one. The woman might refuse to give the waited patiently.
"Something you want, young man?" asked the
goods up; and indeed, it would be awkward to have
to tell her he had come for the goods, in the first store-keeper, coming up and glancing at Joe keenly
.
and somewhat suspiciously.
place.
standing
of
privilege
the
nothing-save
sir,
"No,
The
Joe was determined to do his duty, however.
woman ought not to have bought the goods and had here and loo~ing out of your window for a while,"
them charged to her husband's accouJt after leav- with a smile.
"Humph! What's up?" the man wanted to know.
ing him, and so if there was anything unpleasant
Joe explained mat'cers, and the store-keeper nod·
it.
about the affair, she would b~ to blame for
and said:
ded
preswoman
the
by
given
number
the
He reached
"All right; stay here as long as you like. Beat
ently, and rang the bell. A woman came to the door,
and Joe said "Good afternoon," and then asked if your store out of a lot of goods, eh ? Well, I'll see
to it that she doesn't beat mo. I hope that you will
Mrs. Warner was in.
get your goods back."
reply,
th~
was
here,"
live
rloesn't
"Mrs. Warner
"I hope so, sir."
"She doesn't?" in surprise. "Why, she bought
some goods this morning at Wright & Winner's, and Presently Joe saw a woman come up the sti·eet and
enter the house in question. The store-keeper, not
gave this number as her address."
"She was staying here then; but she left right being busy just then, was watching, too, and he said:
"Likely that's the woman, my boy."
away after dinner." The woman pointed to a couple
"I think it probable, sir."
are
"Those
of trunks standing on end on the stoop.
Then he left the store ar.d made his way across
them
after
here
be
will
drayman
the
and
ti er trunks,
the street, the storekeeper calling out after him:
right away."
"Good luck to you."
''Where do they go?" asked Joe.
"Thank you," replied Joe.
The woman gave the address.
A few moments later he was ringing the bell, and
Joe thanked her, and then took his departure.
As it would not be much. out of his way in going to presently the door was opened by the same girl he
the new address to pass the store, he decided to go had seen before.
·" Is Mrs. Warner in?" queried Joe.
there and report, and then go in, after receiving ad-
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"Yes, she just came in," was the reply. "Will you sorry, Mrs. Warner, that I had to trouble you, but
I am simply obeying othe orders of my employers,
tep in?"
you know."
"If you please."
"Yes, I understan d that."
Joe entered and took a seat, at the same time say-.
wish
"Good-afternoon, ma'am," and then, with the box
I
that
ing: "Will you please tell Mrs. Warner
his arm, Joe took his departure .
under
her?"
to see
He walked across to the store, and the owner
"Certainl y," and the girl left the room.
and said:
nodded
A few minutes later a woman of about forty years
got the goods back, eh? That's good!"
and
you
ly
"So
inquiring
looked
entered the room, and she
·of them," replied Joe. "The silks
part
"Only
Joe.
at
fully
half-fear
and satins have been sent to a dressmak er, and
"You wished to see me?" she remarked .
are probably cut up by this time, the woman says."
"Yes, if you are Mrs. Warner."
"That is bad."
"That is my name."
"Yes; may I use the telephone ? I want to exfirmly:
but
quietly
said
then
and
Joe hesitated
"I am here on a rather unpleasan t errand, Mrs. plain matters to my employer s."
"Certainl y; go ahead."
Warner. I am from the stor of Wright & Winner."
phoned to the store, and was soon talking
pale.
t
Joe
somewha
turned
and
The woman started
"From-W right and-Win ner's?" she stammere d. to Mr. Winner. He explained matters and asked
"Yes, ma'am. I believe that you bought a bill ·of for instructio ns.
"Brings the goods you have recovered to the·
goods there this morning? "
store," said Mr. Winner, "and then I will tell you
"Y-yes. "
"
what further we wish you to do."
account?
husband's
your
"And had it charged to
"Very well, sir; good-by."
s."
"Y-ye-e
Then Joe paid the storekeep er for the use of the
"Well, Mrs. Warner, your husband was in just
and took his departure .
and
phone
him,
lef#i
after dinner, and he stated that you
a car and was soon speeding toward
boarded
bought."
He
you
goods
the
for
that he would not pay
arrived there in about twenty minHe
store.
the
"He-sai d-that?"
utes, and when he reported in the office, he was com"Yes, ma'am."
plimented by, both Mr. Wright and Mr. Winner.
.
"Well-w hat do-you want?"
They told liim that he had done well.
"My employer s want the goods back, Mrs. War"And now you may go to the dressmak er and
them."
ner. They have sent me to get
said.
The woman burst into tears and began tr. ~ _postu- bring the goods," Mr. Winner
they have been cut
if
even
them
bring
I
"Shall
late and explain that her hu~band . had m1::.t1eated
asked.
Joe
up?"
her, and that he was well able to pay for the goods,
"Yes."
and that he ought to do so, etc., but Joe stopped her,
set out, and was soon at the dressmak er's. AlHe
him.
to
nothing
was
that
all
and explained
saw on entering was Mrs.
"I have nothing to say about the matter, Mrs. most the first person he
had just arrived, and the
she
Warner," he said; "and it is useless to waste time Warner. Evidently
intended to get the goods
had
she
that
guessed
boy
talking to me. I am here to obey the orders of my
·
away.
them
take
and
give
employer s, and that is all that I can do. Please
WarMrs.
satins,
"I have come for the silks and
me the goods and I will go."
me."
for
them
get
"Kindly
quietly.
The woman wiped the tears from her eyes and ner," he said,
"But they have been cut up!" the woman cried.
'
said:
"No mattfr; I am to get them anyway."
give
can't
I
but
"I can give you the sealskin sack,
Warner protested that the goods would be
Mrs.
to
sent
been
have
they
as
satins,
you the silks and
being cut up,
the dressmak er. Doubtless they are cut up by this of no worth to the storekeep ers after
that this
said
and
head
his
shook
merely
Joe
but
·
time."
him.
to
nothing
was·
please,"
er,
"Give me the address of the dressmak
·
"I was instructed to bring th-e goods even if they
said Joe.
cut up," he said; "and I must do it."
are
it.
of
note
a
.The woman did so, and Joe made
that it was useless to say more, Mrs. WarSeeing
other
the
and
sack
the
me
bring
"Now kindly
goods and handed the package to Joe.
the
got
ner
articles that you have here," said the boy.
told her he was sorry to have made
her,
thanked
He
woman
the
"Very well; but I think i.t is a shame!"
and then bade her good aftertrouble,
much
so
her
said.
took his
ShA was back in a few minutes, bringing the noon for the second time that day and
.
departure
oblong pasteboar d box in which was the sealskin
When he delivered the goods into the hands of
sack. She lifted the lid and showed some gloves,
Winner, he was again complimented on his good
Mr.
the
to
addition
in
within
laces
handkerc hiefs and
work, and he went back to the inspection departsack.
"That is all that I have here," she said. The ment feeling very well satisfied with himself.
goods, as I told you, are at the dressmak er's."
(To be continued.)
"Very well," said Joe. "T will go now. I am
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CURRENT NEWS
KNOTS IN BOARDS.
We find knots in the boards which we notice in a
lumber pile or. in any other place where boards
happen to be because the smaller limbs which grow
away from the larger limbs of trees grow from the
inside as well as the outside of the tree.
When you see a knot in a board it means that
before the tree was cut down and the log sawed up
into boards, a limb was growing out from the inside of the tree at the spot wher~ the knot occurs,
.
says the Book of Wonders.
You will also find that the wood in tne knot is
harder generally than the rest of the board. This
is because more strength is required at the base
of a limb and in the part of the ·limb which grew
inside the tree than in other parts, for the limb
must be strong enough to support not only the
limb itseif but also the smaller limbs which grow
out of it.
OSTEND RUINED AS GERMAN BASE.
Ostend's harbor works were so badly smashed by
the bombardment of the British fleet that the Germans apparently have given up trying to use the
Belgian port. British naval airmen, flying over
Ostend harbor, report that it is deserted, and two
damaged destroyers have been towed to Zeebrugge.
The Admiralty issued the following statement:
The Vice-Admiral at Dover reports that the latest
reconnaissance of Ostend shows that all large shipping has been removed from that harbor. Two destroyers lately reported as being towed to Zeebrugge
are probably those damaged during the bombardment which have been removed from the basin. The
harbor presents a deserted appearance. A squadron
of British war vessels bombarded Ostend from the
North Sea the other morning, firing many rounds.
The port and harbor works were badly damaged and
an air reconnaipsance the following day showed that
the submarine shelter and destroyers had been badly
hit. The German destroyer S-20 was ' sunk in action.

in the banking business. In the telegram it was
stated that the show started operating under the
management of Willard June 11, and it is the ambition of the champion to own the finest tent show
property in this country.
In the management of the show Willard will be
assisted by N elville B. Raymond, a local showman
with offices in the Knickerbocker Building, a11d the
details of mapping out routes and railroad schedules
will be looked after by...Arlington, the former owner,
who has had consid~able experience in the line
through nis connections with other shows.

THE STATUE OF OLYMPIA N ZEUS.
The Statue of Olympian Zeus was the crowning
work of Phidias, most famous of a ll t he Greek scul ptors, the same Phidias whos.e P allas Athena in
bronze crowned the Athenian Acropolis.
Phidias invented the process of making a wooden
statue and covering it with plates of ivory and .gold,
the former for the flesh parts, the latter for the garments, so cunningly put together t hat no joints were visible. This was called "chryselephantine."
Phidias's success won him many en emies. He
was accused of carving his own por tra.it and that of
Pericles, his patron, among the figures that adorned
the shield of Athena; for this sacrilege he was banished from Athens. H e found a r efuge at Olympia,
in the old kingdom of Elis, in the west ern part of
the Peloponnesus, where was the stadium in which
the Olympia Games took place. The Olympians wer e
busy building a g r eat t emple to Zeus· when P h idias
ar:r:ived. The holy of holies was still waiting for a
statue of the great god, for no sculptor at Olympia
had been found worthy to carve it.
Phidias undertook the task. E ight years later he
completed it. The st atue is said to have been about
forty feet 'high. It ha d a core of wood strengthened with iron, and saturat ed in oil. Over this wer e
laid plates of ivory to r epresent the flesh . The eyes
were m_a de of the finest gems. The mantle, hair,
laur el . wreath and sandals were of pure gold, enameled in colors and set with jewels. The god sat
WILLARD BUYS CIRCUS.
Jess Willard, world's heavyweight boxing cham- upon a throne on a plat form t h irty f eet long by
pion, on June 11 took over the control of the Buf- twenty feet wide. Lions and sph inxes, groups of
falo Bill Wild West Show and Circus, which here- statuary and bas reliefs covered and surrounded it.
tofore has been owned by Edward Arlington, a local, The statue stood for nearly a t housand year s. In
showman. News of the transaction, which makes 393 A. D. the Olympian Games ceased and the city
Willard the owner of his own circus, reached this fell into decay. -In 408 A. D. the temple was burned ;
~ity in the form of a telegram from Holyoke, Mass., possibly the statue was burned with it; if it sur :tnnouncing that the heavyweight champion had paid vived, it was broken up and carried away. An
Arlington the sum of $105,000 for control of the earthquake finished the destruction ; ·t he river Alpheus overflowed. the ruins and buried them in silt.
organization.
Roy 0. Archer, secretary to Willard, attended to Since 1875 much of the.r uins, including the foundathe details of the sale, and the purchase included tions of the temple, have been uncovered and all that
two trains of cars, 200 horses, and all equipment. Iremain of its sculptured t reas ures are now t\, be seen
Archer, a lifelong friend of Willard's, was formerly in a little museum on the spot.
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GOING. IT BLIND
OR

r

UNDER SEALED ORDERS
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
"Is he going to send you somewhere on special
work?"
"GOING IT BLIND."·
Charlie nodded.
"Yes, Waiter," he replied, slowly.
Charlie Ford was the youngest, a~ well as one of
"Where are you going?" with interest.
the brightest repor ters on the staff of the Daily
"I don't know."
Monitor. He was nineteen, and manly looking and
"What!" Walter stared in amazement.
handsome. He had been on the Monitor staff about
"That's right, Walter; I don't know where I'm
a year.
going." ·
On the evening of which we write he had been
"You mean that you are going it blind?'
summoned to t he private room of the editor-in-chief,
"Exactly that; I'm 'going it blind,' old fellow."
and had been there an hour or more. And now he
whistled.
Walter
emerged, looking puzzled, but with a look of eagerGoing it blind, eh? But how in blazes
"Phew!
eyes.
his
ness and pleasure on his face and in
You've got to know where to go,
that?
do
you
can
He walked to his desk, opened it, took some things
anywhere."
get
won't
you
or
out, and placed t hem in his pocket, and then closed
"O~, I know the first stage of my journey,'' said
the desk and walked toward the door leading to
"But the real objective point is as much
Charhe.
the hall.
quantity to me as it is to you, old
unknown
an
"I'll go along with you, Charlie,!' said Walter
fellow."
Wood, a bright young fellow a year or two Charlie's
"Ah, then you are--"
senior. "I'm going down now."
"Going under sealed orders."
Charlie and Walter were great friends and chums.
"Aha, I see! And where are you to goJirst?"
never
had
In fact, they roomed together, and they
"To London."
as yet had i:mything that even approached a falling
"What!"
out. They ::,eemcd to be just suited to each other.
"Yes, to London," with a smile.
Scarcely had they passed out of the reporters'
Say, your assignment must be an im"Whew!
room when a tall, slender, dark-faced and rather
old man!"
one,
portant
sinister-~ooking young fellow of perhaps twenty-one
so."
think
I
"Yes,
years followed. This was Julian Felix, and he was
what is the Old Man's reason
now,
wonder,
"I
an arrogant, bigoted fellow, and was consequently
he. explaip that?"
Did
secrecy?
this
for
not well liked by the other r eporters.
did not want that another
he
that
said
he
"Yes,
For some reason Julian Felix did not like Charlie
get an inkling of what
should
York
New
in
paper
For d. P erha ps it was because the youth had made
so in order to make
and
doing,
of
thinking
was
he
a greater success of r eporting than he had done.
arid the objective
trip,
my
of
purpose
the
that
sure
Julian -was of a naturally jealous, envious disposimy order~ in
placed
he
out,
leak
not
should
.
point,
tion, and it galled him 'to see any one be more poputo open it
not
am
I
and
it,
sealed
and
envelope
an
lar than he himself could be.
be no
will
there
where
London,
reach
I
after
until
An elevator cage, with Charlie and Walter in it,
the
on
line
·a
get
to
editorn
York
New
for
chance
was just going down as Julian stepped into the
business."
hall, and he took the next one.
"That's just like Wilson," laughed Walter. "He
On r eaching the gr ound floor Charlie and Walter
to throw an air of mystery over everything.
likes
the
of
side
one
to
over
walked
and
out
stepped
He likes mystery stories, and all that sort of thing."
lobby, and paused to converse a few moments.
"He needn't to have been afraid that I would tell
"Did the editor-in-chief give you an assignment,
one where I was going, or why,'' said Charlie.
any
Charlie?" queried Walter, with interest.
"All that would have been necessary would have
"Yes, Walter, he did."
Charlie wore a preoccupied air that did not escape been for him to have imposed secrecy on me, and
I would have kept mum."
the observation of his companion.
CHAPTER I.
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"Oh, well, it adds to the interest of the affair, the tor, and both papers were forever trying to get a
way he has done," smiled Walter. "Jove, I only beat on each other.
The editorial rooms were on the eleventh floor,
wish I had the assignment!"
"Oh, I'm glad enough to have the assignment, and when Julian was set off there he made his way
but' I am puzzled, I must admit. I can't think what to the door marked "Editor-in-Chief."
He pushed the door open and entered. In a little
it means, or where I am to go, or why."
"You will learn that when you get to London and box-like room was a boy of perhaps fourteen years.
He looked inquiringly at Julian.
open your sealed orders."
"I want to see the editor-in-chief," said Julian,
"True ; and I'm going to land in London just as
with dignity not unmixed with arrogance.
quickly as possible, Walter!"
"When do you start?"
The boy resented the visitor's tone and air.
"To-morrow at ten."
"The editor-in-chief can't be bothered," he said.
"On what steamer?"
"But I must see him on important business," an"Lucania."
grily.
"All right; I'll be there to see you off. But I
"Important to you, likely," with a grin.
must be going now. Will you be at the room when
"Yes and to him also. Go and tell him that a
I get there?"
report~r from the office of the Monitor warits to
"Yes, I'm going there now, to begin making prep- see him on extremely important business, do you
arations for my trip. I have no local assignment for hear?"
to-night."
The boy hesitated; he felt like refusing, but he
"I see."
was well aware that there was bad blood between
Then they passed out onto the street without the Monitor and Scimitar, and he thought it possilooking behind them. Had they done this, they ble that there might be something to be gained by
would have seen Julian Felix-who, hidden behind the Scimitar by permitting this reporter to see the
a newspaper which he had pretended to be reading, editor-in-chief, so he turned towa1·d the door leadhad heard nearly every word of the conversation ing to the office, with the words:
between the two.
"I'll tell him."
There was a look of rage on Julian's face.
"Do so, and be quick about it."
"Beats all how that young cub gets so many
The boy paused with his hand on the door-knob,
good assignments!" he growled. "He always gets and gave Julian a withering look.
a soft snap, where there is a good story all ready
"Say, you're not the kind of chap I like at all!"
for the writing, while I am sent off to the police he said.
court or morgue. And now, to cap it all, he has
"I don't care whether you like me or not," rebeen given an assignment that will take him no- torted Julian. "Get along with that message!"
body knows where! To London, merely as a starter!
"Oh, all right; but I'm doing it because I think
Whew! he may be going around the world for all it will result in benefit to the Scimitar, not because
a fellow k)iows.!"
you tell me to; understand that!"
Julian paused at the cigar stand in the lobby, and
Then he opened the door and disappeared into ~he
bought some cigarettes, and lighting one stepped office of the editor-in-chief.
out upon the street. He was bound for the morgue,
He reappeared in a few moments, and nodded
and was not in a pleasant frame of mind.
Julian.
to
"It's me for the morgue, while Charlie Ford is
way," he said.
"This
packing up for a trip under sealed orders, with
The next moment the tricky Monitor reporter was
London as the first stage of his journey!" the dark- in the presence of the Scimitar's editor-in-chief.
faced reporter grow led.
That gentleman was keen-eyed and ~ide-awal:e,
He walked onward, slowly puffing vigorously at and he swept Julian from head to heels m one swift
the cigarette, and suddenly he stopped short, and comprehensive glance, and knew him like a book.
gave vent to an exclamation:
"Sit down," he invited.
"Great guns! why didn't I think of that !sooner?"
did so.
Julian
He stared at the pavement for nearly a minute,
name?"
"Your
and then he slapped his thigh and murmilred:
Felix."
"Julian
"I'll do it, sure as guns! It's my chance or I'm a
"You are a reporter on the Monitor?"
liar, and if I fail to take ad:vantage of 'it then I'm
"I am."
a ' chump, and not entitled to be anything other
"What are you doing here in the Scimitar office,
than a police court reporter. Here goes for the
curtly.
then?"
Scimitar office and an assignment that will take
Julian flushed, and then said, somewhat stamme to London, as the first stage of ·my· journey!"
.
.
:
Turning, he hastened away in the .. opposite direc- :meringly
"Why-I-have some-informat10n for-you, sir,
tion from that which he had been ;1going, and fif- and I thought tha~that-perhaps we might make
teen minutes later he was going up, in· ~n elevator a deal that-that would be mutually beneficial, sir."
in the Scimitar building.
(To be continued.)
The Scimitar was the strongest.riva.l;of the Moni-
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NEWS OF THE DAY
DOG ADOPTS COYOTES
Four coyote pups have been adopted by a mother
dog on the ranch of Arthur Pefley, north of Santa
Ana, Cal.
The coyotes were found in the foothills back of
El Modena by Virgil Pritchard,' a high school boy,
whose dogs fought off the mother coyote while Virgil
got away with the little coyotes. Clarence Pefley
had a dog with two puppies.
The four strangers were put on the ground near
the mother dog and the pupies, who were busily engaged in partaking of a meal. Rather bewildered,
the coyotes crept to the mother dog. The dog eyed
the coyotts, then, when they approached, she began
licking them, and soon the coyotes were just as
busily engaged in eating as were their cousins.
GIRL :LASSOED IN FLOOD.
Lewis Worthem, known in the region where the
States of North and South Dakota and Montana
join as one of the most expert ropers of the range,
by his ability to throw a lariat, saved a father and
daughter from drowning in the Yellowstone River.
Andrew Holthouse, a homesteader, with his
daughter, had started for the town of Laurel in a
farm wagon and, while attempting to cross the
Yellowstone River, which was swollen by the melting of the heavy snow of the winter, were engulfed
in the flood. The horses escaped to shore, but the
father and daughter were carried down-stream in
the wagon box until the box was caught by a wire
fence. The father and daughter were compelled to
stand to keep their heads above water.
Worthem, who' was employed near by, heard their
cries for assistance and went to their rescaue. With
a dexterity acquired by long practise, he hurled
his lariat to the girl and dragged her back to land.
Then he rescued Holthouse in the same manner.
· ALFALFA LUNCHEON SERVED.
Alfalfa, which is usu~lly thought of as food for
cattle, was served to Kentucky farmers in the
form of hot biscuits, doughnuts, cake and candy,
at a luncheon during the recent farmers week exhibition of the Agricultural College at the State
University, as told in the July Popular Mechanics
Magazine. The progressive young women of the domestic science department took care of the cookery
and convinced their farmer guests that yery palatable products may be obtained for the table from
their alfalfa crops. The flour of alfalfa is of a
creamy tint before cooking and a light green afterward, and while pea-green biscuits may not at first
appeal to the average housewife, the flavor is retrarded by many as rich and delicious. Food re-

quiremenU; may easily result in greatly increased
use of alfafa for flour in the near future. The
recipes used in cooking it are about the same as
those for wheat flour. Alfalfa candy is made from
a glucose pressed from the stalk. ·
A REMARKABLE OPERATION.
an open safety-pin which was swallowed by a seven-months-old baby with the sole aid
of X-rays and a snare, was the remarkable operation recently performe<i by Dr. G. S. Otrich of Belleville, Ill.
When an X-ray photograph was taken of the
child, says Popular Science, it was discovered that
the open pin was lodged in the esophagus, with
the point sticking upward toward the child's mouth.
The X-ray tube was arranged beneath an ordinary
table, so as to throw the light upward, and the
child' placed so that the light from the tube would
be in a direct line. A fluroscope was adjusted directly over the child, and the obstruction became
clearly visible. The doctor passed a small snare into
the esophagus, and with infinite care passed it
slightly beyond the pin. After withdrawing it until the pin seemed to be engaged, he closed the
snare. On the first attempt the pin was closed and
withdrawn.
Removin~

WORTHINGTON DISPOSES OF HIS STAMP COLLEC'l'ION TON. Y. PHILATELIST.
The finest collection of postage stamps in America
reputed to be worth $1,000,000, has been sold by
George H. Worthington of Cleveland, Ohio, to a New
York collector. This was announced by J. C. Morgenthau, a brother of Henry Morgenthau. The name
of the purchaser was withheld.
The Worthington collection, which is second only
to the collection of Count Serari of Paris, has won
many medals, including the gold medal at the philatelists' exhibition in New York in 1913. It contains
some of the rarest stamps in the world, including the
United States postmasters' issues of St. Louis, Providence and New York; the 16, 24 and 90 cent invert
of 1869 and the Buffalo invert. The rare first issue
of Mauritius and the Hawaiian Missionary issue on
covers, the Rumanian first issue and a set of valuable
West Australian stamps are also included in the
collection, which, Mr. Morgenthau said, will be broken up and sold.
Mr. Worthington has devoted more than thirty
years to collecting stamps. He will retain his entire
envelopes and Western franks. Philatelists 'had
thought that the collection would be left intact to the
city of Cleveland.
Mr. Worthing-ton is a retired capitalist and railroad director and was once president of the Lehigh
Valley Railroad, part of which he built.
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Good Current News Articles

The baseball season on the western front is in
full swing, writes the Associated Press correspond~
ent at the British headquarters in France. Under
the shadow of Viny Ridge a great game was played
one afternoon before an all-khaki audience on a bit'
of the battlefield on which the shell holes had been
filled in and a rough grandstand erected for the officers and other spectators, including General Horne,
commanding the first British army, who has become an enthusiastic fan. The game was between
teams representing two Canadian l)rigades. As a
matter of fact, all the teams in what may be called
the World War League are now composed of representatives of the numerous Canadian bodies, and
all the players are anxiou,sly awaiting the arrival of
the American forces to arrange for an inter-league
series. The games are .played twice a week.

Grins and Chuckles

The Overbearing Lawyer-Ignorance of the law
Henry Beach, living three miles south of Arling- excuses no one. The Culprit-I'll be sorry for you,
ton, 0., was disturbed by the night meowing of cats. then, if you ever get in trouble.
·
He got up and secured a shotgun to kill the cat that
meowed the most. He fired at a black animal, but
"Did you get a recommendation from your last
the contents of the gun went into Beach's hand. mistress?" "Yes, ma'am." "Where is it?" "Sure
He went to a Findlay hospital, where three of his it wasn't worth keeping, ma'am."
·
fingers were taken off.
"He says he's t.raveled thousands of miles!" "Ah,
American gray squirrels, introduced into Rich- .he must have seen a great deal!" "Yes, many
mond Park, hear London, have spread into the ad- things. He's been floorwalker in a department store
jacent country and proved su.ch a pest that the for twenty-seven years."
authorities are taking measures to exterminate
them. They not only drive away the native red
Potter-You have heard of Diogenes going about
squirrel, but work great damage in gardens and with a lantern, searching for an honest man? Mrs.
orchards.
Potter-Bigger fool he! Honest men are not to
be found on the street at night; they are at home
Ninety-eight years old and working daily is the with their families.
r~cord of John Bruce Pinkham, a collar maker of
Wilmington, Del. Pinkham, despite his age, has
Floorwalker-Do you realize that you wen' four
worked every day for fifty-one year$. He walks to hours selling those two women a yard of ribbon?
and from his work. During the Civil War he served Saleslady-I know, sir. But just as they got to
with the Texas Rangers in the Confederate army. the c;ounter they discovered that they each had a
He is one of the oldest citizens of the State, enjoys baby just lear11ing to talk.
good health and takes a keen interest in the events
'lf the day, especially the war.
"Harry," asked the teacher of a rosy-faced lad,
"can you tell me who George Washington was?"
Secretary Wilson, of the .Department of Labor, "Yes, ma'am," was the quick reply. "He was the
1' as authorized the rental of the Mountain Park Ho- first president of the country." "Quite right," re;el, forty miles from Asheville, N. C., as quarters plied the teacher. "And can you tell us what he
'or the German civilians interned in the United was remarkable for?" "Yes, ma'am," replied the
)tates, nearly 2,000 of whom are now quartered at youngster. "He was remarkable because he told
immigration stations. A large part of those detain- the truth."
ed can be accommodated at this hotel, and the reIt was James' first day at school. At noon he
mainder will be 'quartered upon government land in'
We~tern North Carolina as soon as quarters can be came running into the house, grabbed np the funny
prepared for them. Government men are now sur- page of the Sunday newspaper, and looked at it exveying the Davidson fiver meadows in Pisgah Na- citedly. In a moment his face fell and he threw
tional Forest, and local government officials assert the paper down with the remark, "Gee, that's a
that the Germans will be housed there as soon as rotten school. "Why, James?" asked his mother,
wooden barr.acks and sewer and water systems. can astonished. "Well, I been there a whole half day
and I ain't learne'd to read yet."
be installed.
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THE SMUGGLER'S GHOST.
By Ralph Fenton.

Long years ago, when smuggling was more common than now, two boon companions were engaged
in the business on the shores of Long Island.
Their names were Henry Sykes and Ben Denter.
They had but jus.t received a valuable lot of contraband goods, when the latter suddenly disappeared, and was never again seen by the inhabitants
of the dozen ho;.ises that at the time alluded to com.
prised the village of Brockport.
The occupation of these two men was not positively known by the villagers, although many made
a guess not far from the mark.
Henry Sykes prospered, and ten years later built
himself a fine mansion that overlooked the rockbound shore, and took unto himself a young and
·
comely wife.
The business of smriggling was finally broken up
by some sharp and energetic work on the part of
the revenue officers, but this did not bother Henr;y
Sykes, for he had long since made all the money
I)
he cared to make.
Bro.ckpo;r-t
of
village
the
and
Years passed away,
increased rapidly in size; a judicious investment 11;1
land years before proved to be the very spot :-vhere
the village extended to, and Sykes found himself
owner of nearly halftof Brockport.
His suspected past was overlooked and he was
looked up to, courted, favored and fawned upon
by all.
One dark and tempestuous night Henry Sykes sat
.
within his library writing hastily.
The little French clock on the mantelpiece chimed
out the hours of ten, then eleven, but still he plodded
industriously on with his task.
At a few minutes of twelve he threw down: the
pen with a satisfied exclamation and glanced at the
clock.
"I must be getting to ·bed," he thought.
On the desk before him stood a calendar; upon
which his eyes chanced to fall.
Involuntarily he started and then muttered;
"The :fifteenth of September. Thirty years ago
to-day, at about this hour--"
"Yes, precisely at this hour and minute you murdered Ben Denter !" interrupted a voice.
With a low cry of. alarm, Sykes sprang to his
feet and with a look of terror faced the direction
·
whence the v.oice proceeded.
The sight that met his gaze almost seared his
eyeballs in their soclcets, for before him stood a
tall, gaunt and ghastly :figure, its head bruised, the
skull crushed, and parts of it protruding through
the scalp, as if he had fallen from a great height,
head-:first, on jagged rocks beneath.
"Who are you?" gasped the frightened Sykes, his
knees tremblin~ 'and his voice wavering.

"I am your victim. · To-night you shall see the
scene of the tragedy. Come!"
As the ghost, for such it was, spoke, it glided
backward, and raising its right arm, beckoned with
a ghostly white, long and bony forefinger.
"I will not," cried Sykes.
"Come!"
And again the spectral :figure glided backwards;
it took no steps, but rather .seemed to fl.oat toward
the door.
Sykes determined to remain where he was, and
grasped hold of the library table, which was piled
up with heavy books.
"Come!"
A strong influence drew Sykes forward, but he
held firmly to the table, hoping that its weight
would defeat the ghost's object.
· But in vain.
"Come!"
As the murdered m&n's avenging spirit spoke,
Sykes, table, books and all started toward the door.
The poor fellow tried to cry out, but his jaws
refused to move, and he could only dumbly moan.
Noiselessly, and without being touched by human
hands, the door opened; through this the table
would not go, and Sykes held fast to it in despera~
ti on.
Ten feet away the visitant paused, and again uttered the grim word of ·command :
"Come!"
A power that Sykes could not resist unclasped
his hands and forced him along in the wake of the
dimly outlined figure.
Down a flight of stairs, through the hall and out
of doors, the irresistible attraction took h~m; the
rain was falling in torrents, the wind howled, the
sea near by sullenly roared. Suddenly the figure
vanished, all but that white and bony index finger.
In vain Sykes tried to resis~; he was powerless;
.
follow that finger he must.
Across roads, ditches, fences, fields, he followed
its beckoning lead, until finally he arrived at the
rock-bound shore, then along the narrow beach, with
the salt spray dashing in his face, and .the breaking
waves now and then reaching to his knees, Sykes
was compelled to pursue that terrible finger.
Finally it stopped where two huge rocks, separated by a few feet, jutted out side by side, the
open space concealed by some stunted bushes, that
found a bare sustenance in the scanty quantity of
earth which had lodged on the Pocks.
Into these bushes the finger disappeared, and
after it went Sykes, drawn onward by that mysterious, irresistible power.
The continuation of this open space was a narrow
passage which ascended precipitously.
Again the finger was in view, and the doomed
man followed it and the path's windings, until he
stood in a large cave, on all sides of which stood
boxes, bales and barrels.
This had been the rendezvous and storehouse of ·
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these men in the long ago time when they were
engaged in defrauding the government.
Across the level floor of this cave the bony finger
drew the victim, until he reached the edge of a
precipice, which descended sheer down for a .hundred feet or more.
Suddenly a dim but penetrating light suffused
the whole place, and Sykes .saw, ten feet or more in
front of him, floating in space, the figure of the
murdered smuggler.
"Listen, Sykes. Thirty years ago you ruthlessly
mu~dered me by pushing m~ from the precipice on
which you now stand. The jagged rocks below received me and made me as I now appear. I was
killed instantly. My flesh rotted and fell from my
bones, until now nothing remains but a bleached
and grinning skeleton. That I am but a semblance
of what I was you can plainly perceive; all that
was material of me but my bones has long since

perished; but in company with my bones shall lie
yours. I give you five minutes to make· your peace
with God. Then you shall die!"
"Mercy! mercy!" wailed the wretched man.
"Did you show me any? No. Neither have I
·
any for you."
Five minutes swiftly passed.
That it had expired was shown when once more
that beckoning finger was raised, and the word
uttered:
· "Come!"
In vain Sykes struggled to break the spell that
bound him; slowly, but oh, how surely, his right
foot advanced until it hung in space; farther, farther his body bent forward, until his equilibrium
was lost.
A wild shriek burst from the lips of Sykes, as
his body went headlong downward.
"I am avenged!" cried the smuggler's ghost, and
then faded gradually from view.
Another shriek, a thud as Sykes' body struck
upon the jagged rocks, and he was no longer in the
land of the living. He had paid the penalty of his
foul deed of thirty years before:
Time rolled on, bringing its many changes.· One
day the cave was discovered and explored, and two
skeletons were found in the abyss below the cave,
to one of which yet clung portions of clothing; by
its side lay some1 articles, such as a watch and
some keys, that informed those who looked that
before them was the skeleton of Henry Sykes.
Thus was his _fate discovered and his disappearance accounted for, but not until the great day of
judgment will the mystery of the other skeleton
and of Sykes' death be fully explained.
NEW CANADIAN PAPER MILLS.
A report from the American consul general at
Vanc:ouver to the State Department reads as follows:
Installation of the plant of the Pacific Mills at
Ocean Falls was begun about 12 months ago, but it

is only within the last few days that the first unit
has been put in operation. The mill is now turning
out 75 tons of news print daily. By the end of the
present year a second unit with a capacity of 120
tons of paper is expected to be in operation, and the
daily production will then reach 195 tons.
While the present program of development ends
with the starting of these two units, it is regarded
as probable that there will be extensions to the
equipment and a still further increase of production
before very long. Meanwhile the plant will be worked to its full capacity.
STRANGE MEATS IN PQRTLAND, ORE.
Jackass, mule, donkey, burro and horse meat may
now be sold in Portland meat markets. The City
Council has adopted an ordinance providing for
the regulation of their sale.
The meat must be plainly labelled with letters at
least one inch high, and must be inspected by the
regular meat inspectors of the city. ,
As adopted, the ordinance says Dobbin and Billy
and Maud, before being sold to the housewife, must
undergo thorough inspection and be labelled "horse,"
"'mule/' "goat" or "jackass," as the case may be.
The?first horse meat market has been opened and
the fit~t shipment of twenty-two wild range mustangs, rounded up by Indians in Eastern Oregon,
has been received with more to follow if the demand is sufficient. The butcher says he is able to
cut meat prices in two, and his quotations for horse
flesh range from 4 cents a pound for soup cuts to
121/2 cents for T-bone steaks.
I

DEAF MUTES, FEEL MUSIC
Boys and girls often wonder whether all the pleasures of sound are closed.to those unfortunates who
cannot talk and cannot hear. Music, however, can
be felt by them, says Popular Science. Deaf mutes
love music. It thrills them. The vibrations not only
give sensations which enliven the body, but they actually stimulate them. The parts most sensitive to
vibrations are the chest, head, lungs and feet. "An
exciting ·feeling comes up through the floor," is the
way one deaf boy describes it. "Without music I
would be lonesome," wrote a little Italian deafmute.
"It gives me a strong shock through the feet to the
head," stated another. · Others, when asked to explain their sensations, said: "I feel it in my temples
and in my legs." "I feel it through my whole body,"
and "I feel it in my chest and lungs."
Instruction is as important as an educational factor for the deaf child as it is for tM hearing. Of
course it is doubtful if the totally deaf child can learn
to distinguish pitch or tone, ·a nd discord from harmony, in the accepted sense. But there is no question that they feel music and that it stirs their emotions. In the New York Institution for the Deaf,
eye rhythm, ear rhythm, bo·d y rhythm and motion
rhythm are all utilized.
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Tf! E NEWS JN SHORT ARTICLES
DOGS AS CART DRAW ERS.
The useful work perform ed by dogs in France reminds us that within living memor y dogs were employed to draw carts in Englan d for pleasur e as well
as for the conveyance of fish. In the first half of
the ninetee nth century they were largely used by
workin gmen and the humble membe rs of "the fancy"
for Sunday outings .
The dogs employed were sturdy animal~ of a mongrel charact er, general ly with a strain of the old
English bull mastiff . Twenty miles in and out was
nothing to them, and while on these excursi ons they
were sparing ly fed on bread soaked in a little beer
which is said to have been a sustain ing diet.
'
ARMOR PLATE D SOLDI ERS?
Getting its inspira tion from the valuabl e service
already perform ed by the steel helmet, La Nature of
Paris sugges ts that the soldier 's entire body should
be encased in armor. It proposes, says the Popula r
Science Monthl y for June, that the sides of the head,
neck and upper part of the chest be covered with a
gorget, a kind of collar, and the loins with a kind of
skirt, like the lower part of an haberge on, both in
chain mail. A cuirass , or breastp late, of movable
plates of steel would protect the chest and back, and
hinzed steel elbow pieces and knee-pieces would
cover the joints. A face mask and goggles would
cbmplete the suit. The armor would be light enough
to afford perfect freedom of action.
QUAR TERS FOR 3,000 MILIT IAMEN BEING
BUILT AT CAPE MAY.
Work was begun June 18, by Cramp & Co. on the
buildin gs of the naval militia barrack s on the Henry
Ford farm here. These buildin gs will cost betwee n
$500,000 and $1,000,000 and will consist of twenty
large Qarrack s and dormito ries, officers' quarter s,
boiler house, laundry , and a hospita l.
All of these buildin gs will be of frame and one
story in height, and will Qe spread over 400 acres.
This proper ty was leased from Henry Ford on Monday by Mayor William L. Stevens of Cape May, who
turned over the agreem ent to the Navy Depart ment.
The work will be pushed night and day. The camp
will take care of 3,000 naval militiam en when completed.
FROZE N EGGS FROM C1HNA'
Frozen eggs, shipped from China withou t shells,
are helping combat the high cost of living on the
Pacific Coast and through out the Middle West.
In the ports of Seattle and San Francis co 34,500,00 eggs arrive annuall y, in tin cans contain ing fif-

teen to thirty pounds each. One egg weighs two
ounces.
A. L. Kinsley of the United States Food Laboratory here says that a much smaller percent age of
t>ad eggs are found in these shipme nts from China
than in the local commodity.
Two compa nies-on e English and one Ameri canshell, pack and freeze the eggs in China.
The eggs cost at least one-thi rd less than locals,
it is said, because of the smaller cost of produc tionnot on the part of the hens, but laborer s who gather,
pack and distribu te them.
NEW IDEA IN SCENE RY.
Not satisfied with having mounta in scenery within a few miles of the city, Denver has sent out into
the Rockies and brough t it into the city limits by the
cartloa d.
The scenery is not paintin gs or photog raphs, but
actual reprodu ctions of rugged cliffs and majesti c
boulders selected for bear pits at City Park.
Agents of the city spread a gelatino us materia l
over the most strikin g cliffs during the day and removed it in the. cool of the mornin g, thus retainin g
an accurat e impression. This was convert ed into
plaster- of-pari s casts, in which form the reprodu ctions have been brough t to Denver . The mold~ will
be constru cted in concret e and shot, with cement
guns in colors and tints to simulat e the origina l
rocks from which they were taken.

HOW TO BORROW $7,000,000,000
How, it may be asked, can the Preside nt borrow
$7,000,000,000 when there is not that much money
in the entire country ? The answer is that it will
not all be borrow ed at one time in one lump sum.
Portion s of it will be borrow ed at differen t times;
and soon after one portion has been borrow ed it
will be spent, and those who receive it can lend it
again. This can be made clear by an illustra tion:
Mr. Smith, a shoe mercha nt, has $500, which he
wishes to lend to Uncle Sam. He gives the Government the cash in the form of a $500 bill and receives
in return a bond (a promis sory note) for $500.
Shortly after this transac tion Uncle Sam buys from
Mr. Smith $500 worth of shoes for the soldiers and
pays for them, let us say, with the identic al $500
bill which he borrow ed from Mr. Smith. Now, if
Uncle Sam is still borrow ing money, Mr. Smith, if he
desires to do so, can lend his $500 bill to the Gover iment, a second time, and receive in exchan ge a second bolld for $500. Thus our $500 bill has served as
the means of borrow ing $1,000. Of course, by repeating the transac tion often enough the $500 bill
j could be used for borrow ing many thousan ds of dollars."

I
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ARTICLES OF ALIJ KINDS
WASTE WORTH $10,000·
For years a pile of waste from iridium, a material
used in making diamond pointed fountain pens, was
thought worthless by the Paul E. Wirt Fountain
P en Company, with factories at Bloomsburg, Pa. Re-.
c~ntly a stranger dropped in on Mr . Wirt and offered
him $75 a pound, or more than $10,000 for it. It is
used in the munitions industry.
A USTRALIA SEIZES WHEAT.
W. A. Holman, the Premier of New South Wales,
said that Australia has taken the whole wheat produce under governmental control. At present the
country has 4,500,000 tons in excess of home needs
and it will be shipped to England as soon as the
transport problem is solved.
The movement of this produce, he added, promises
to be expedited by the new effo.rts being made by
Great Britain and the United States to .make sea
traffic less perilous·.
WHAT LUMBER MEANS TO OREGON.
One-fourth of Oxegon's almost 60,000,000 acres is
covered with merchantable thnber, half of it in Government forests. Oregon's share of the nation's
timber resources is one-sixth, and is estimated to
represent timber for $6,000,000-,000 worth of manufactured lumber. The lumber industries employ
nearly half of the wage earners in the State; the annual wage budget is $15,000,QOO and the yea.rly outlay for equipment a:nd supplies is $9,000,000 more.
Steps a.re being taken to pli'oteet this great State and
national asset against destruction by fire, which in
the last few years has caused a loss estimated at
$240,000,000.
AN UMBRELLA RAINCOAT
A little girl, Miss Martha Bachman, who lives in
Chattanooga, Tenn., has evidently suffered the discomfort of wet stockings caused by the fia-pping of
her just-so-long rain-.cap.e against her legs on her
way to school, as so many o.ther little girls have;)- done
in days gone by. But Martha has an idea for eliminating such discomfort from future rainy days, says
Popular Science.
Her idea is to attach a cape of oil-cloth or rubberized material to the rim of the umbrella with snapfasteners, buttoning it down the front in ordinary
rain-cape fashion. An isinglass window at about
the level of the eyes would prevent the weather of
~ ·1ch umbrella-cape from bumping into each other
on the street, like pilotless ships. In this way books
could be protected from the rain also and the hand
holding the umbrella.

HOW SAVAGES PREPARE POISONED ARROWS
The savages of interior Africa have attained an
extraordinary d~gree of skill in preparing poisons
with which to make their arrow heads the dread of
their enemies. Although they use a variety of substances in making the poisonous fluids, such as animal extracts, and products of decay, the most common source of the most violent poisons is found in
several species of tropical plants, says Popular Science. One of these, the strophantus, is extensively
employed by the tribes of ·west Africa. They boil,
the fru:iits of this plant in water for about twentyfour hours, !reqaently adding t? the liquid heads of
.serpents, famted bl~od and a nuxture ?f dead fr?gs.
When ~eady, they dip the heads of thell' ~1-rows mto
the poisons, and then allow them to dry m the sun.
They r~peat this process every few months s? as
to. retaJ?- as much of .the d~adly eff_ect as possible.
The. act10~ of. these poisons ~s very violent, .death resultmgi W1th ~ntense agony, m five or ten mmutes.
HICKORIES FOLLOWING THE CHES';,r'NU'fS.
Many N,ew Yorkers deplore the end of the chestnut picking jaunts which used to take little parties
of five or six to spend the day in the woods north
of Manhattan. Those who lived in the Riverside
section and in Westchester could pick all the chestnuts they wanted in those days, but since then the
chestnut trees have been all killed by a fungous disease. In speaking of the situation John F. Walsh,
head gardner of the Bronx parks, said:
"We first notice the chestnut trees were dying off
in University Park about ten years ago. After a
thorough investigation by our men we could not
make out the cause, so Dr. W. A. Murrill of the
Bronx Botanical Gardens was called in, and he enlisted the co-operation of Dr. L. 0. Howard Qf the
Bureau of Entomology at Washington, D. C., and
they finally came to the conclusion that '.Yhen a tree
was once attacked that was the end of the tree.
"The chestnut trees later began dying by the dozens in all the parks of this section, and we have cut
down 30,000 of them in the last t en year s. We were
a.ble to sell most of the trees for lumber. The chestnut tre€ in this section of the countl·y is a thing of
the past, so that chestnut picking is a lost enjoyment
to the small boy of the city."
After the dest r uction of the chestnut trees the
hickory trees began to be attacked by a pest which
killed them rapidly. It is estimated that at least
20,000 hickories have been cut down in the parks in
The Bronx and Westchester. The destruction of the
chestnut and the hickory has now reached the Adirondacks.
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SCIENTIFIC MIND READING.
Wonderful! Startling! Scientlflc ! You hand a friend
.
a handsome set of cards on
which are printed the nnmes
Of the 28 United States Presidents. ARk him to secretly
select a name and bold the
card to bis forehead and
think of• the name. Ll!(e a
ftasb comes the answer "Lincoln. Washing·
ton," or wbate..-er name be ls thinking of.
The more you repeat It the more puz•llng 11
becomes. With our outfit you can do it anyStartle
where, any time, with anybody.
your frleucls. Do it at tbe next puty or
at your club and he the llon of the evening.
This was inYented by a famous magician.
Price, with complete set of cards and full
Instructions, H cents. mailed, postpaid.
C. BEHR. 150 W. G2d St., ~ew York City.

11

DllTATION CUT FINGER.

~

~" ' - -

ca~ef~ff:boar~anlld~~~~

with linen, and the
&Ide and en d are
blood-stained. When
you slip It on your
finger and show It to
your frfencls, just gin
a groan or two. nurse It up and pull a look
ot pain. You Will Ket nothtnJ bnt o·mpathy until you give them the laugh. Then
duck I Price lOc. each, postpaid.
Wour Novelty Co .• 168 w. 2S<l St .• }!. T.
THE PRI:(:E FO:ttD JOKE.

Looks like a
story-book, b u t
It contains a cop
and a trigger.
The mome11t
y o u t Innocent
friend oper;is the
hook to reqd the
interesting story
he expecta-fop I Bang I The
e x p I o s I o n ls
but
linrmless.
will mn~e him
think the Qerinans are after
him.
Price 35 cents
f'ncb by mall.
postpald-

STEET, DISC GUN.
This gun bas a powsprtng,
steel
erful
which shoQtS a disc
from 150 to 200 feet
in the air. With each
gun we send fifteen
discs, containing difa '
sayings.
ferent
"Kl•s me, kiddo, nothing makes me sick,"
"My, you look good, let's get acq ualnted,"
"Put a damn~r on your jaw tackle," "I lub
my yall?.r gnl, lrnt oh, you Chocolate Drops,"
"Say, old man. pay me them two bits," etc.
Youn!!' folks are delighted with them. Encb
gun pn<'ked in a hox with 15 disc£'.
Price complete. 12 centR; 3 for SO cents:
t dozen. $1; · sent by oarcel post. prepnlcl .
Woll!' Noveity Co., 16.8 W. 23d St., N. Y.
RUDDER

l"ollf l!i9v~lt;v cl'
lr.R W. 2ll<~ St ••
N. y.

S(.;Q~En..

ll to SllOQ EA.CH paid tor hundreds o\
9ld Colna. Keep ALL money dated before 18911 and Rend 'l'en cents for New
Jl\ustrated Coln Value Book. size 4x7.
It may mean your Fortune. CLARKE
COIN; Co., .Box 911, Le R11y, N. Y.

$

To the Wife of
One Who Drinks

I haye an Important confidential message
It will come In a plain envelope.
How to c9nquer the liquor habit In 3 daY§

tor yon.

and make home happy. Wonderful, salll,
lasting, reliable, Inexpensive . method, guarantf)ed. Write to Edw. J'. Woods. C 228,
Station E. N~w York, N. Y. Show this to
others.

TUE SPIDER WEB PUZZLE.
A 'Very Interesting uttle puzzle. It consists
of a heavily nickeled
Jllate and braas ring.
l'he object la to get
the ring from the side
to the center and back.
This ls very bard, 11ut
directions
give
we
making It easy. Price,
10 cents each, by mall.
postpaid.
FRANK SllllTH,
883 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

Price, I5c.

accessory.

F&ANK SMITH, 113 Lenox An .. N. Y.

Rubber Vacuum Suckers

•

TilE SPOTTER CA1tD 'fRIOK.
The performer exhibits a die. '.!.'he ace
of spndes anc\ nve cards are now taken
from a pack. The ace of spades ls tho!"'
oughly shuttled with the other cards.
which are then placed down lu n ro•v on
the tnhlt>. 'J'he die is oow thrown. an<I
as tr · " 'Ubodled with superhuman iutell!gPll<" '- 1he exnct position of the Ace Is In·
dtcntcd . Without toucbln~ tbe die. the perform<•r picks up the cards, p:lv<» them 11
complete shuffle und again spreads them
out. '.Ille die I• rolled ns before by nnv
person. nnd I• seen to come to n •top with
the lnrntinir number uppermost. The rnrcl
Is turned over 11nd found to correspond In
nMltlon T'rlrP. 1!\~ po.tpalcl.
'H. F. I.ANG, 1815 Centre St., B'ldyn, N. Y.

Wllli:EL
This b a n d s o m e
inches In
wheel,
circumference, contains concealed numbers from 0 to 100.
n.v spinning the
\\'heel from the ceaterpost tbe numbers
l'Holve rapidly,- but
only one appears at
the circular opening w h e u w bee I
stops spinning. It
can be made to stop
fnstantlv l>v pressing the regula tor at side.
You can gi1ess or l>et Oil the numller tbnt
will appcttr, the one geltlng the blgbest
1111mbec winning. Yon might get 0, 5 or
Price. Ju cents; s for 40 cents, mallf'd.
1 nn
postpaid.
t... lSElJR, 1~0 W. , 62d Street. N. Y.
TUE

A'1USE~IENT

7*

GOLD PLATED COMBINATION SET.
Gold plated combination set, with turquoise stone. Price lOc. each \Jy mall, postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 11111> Centre St., D'klyn, N. T.
CA.CHOO AND ITOH POWDER.
Aa Itch powder. Cachoo and Bombs are
nnmallable. we cannot accept orders for less
tbnn One Dollar's worth of an asaortment.
They can be sent by express only, on which
we wlll prepay the chf!.r~H.
WOLFF 'Novelty Co., 168 W. ~Sd St., N. Y.
POCKET SAVINGS BANK.
A pertect little IJauk. hauj'lsomel.v nickel
plated. Holds just fiV!l dollars (tiO dime~).
It cannot be opened until the bank Is full,
when It can be readily emptied and relocked,
ready to be again• refilled. Every parent
should see that t)lelr children have a ~q:iaIJ
savings bank, as the early habit of saving
their dimes Is of the greatest Importance.
Hnhlts formed In early life are seldom forgotten In later years. Price of tbls little
bank, lOc.: 3 for 25c., mnlled. postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d Street, N. Y.
AUTOMATIC COl'TIN.G PENCIJ..
The Importance of
·
carrying a good reliable pencil need not
·be dwelt u;:>on here.
It 11 11n al:>•olute necessity wtth us an.
The hol<ler or tljl• pencil 11 beautifully
:ilckeled with grooyed bo~-wood h1tndl~. glY•
Ing a. nrm grip ln writing; the pencil automatically supplies the lead as needed while
a box of these long leadJ !'J'I' given ')'Ith each
pencil. The writing of th!' pencil Is indelible

•

the same as ink, and thu' can be ueed in

wrltlnir

letter•, ·

addrea~lnir

envelopes,

etc.

Bills ot account or Invoice• made out wlJ.h
thts pencil can be copied the ab.me aa 1! copy-

ing ink was used.

It

is the handle•t pencil

on the market; you do not require a kntre
to Jceep tt sharp; it is ever rep.q.y-, ever aar,,

and juat the thing to carry.

~~·~•tg; ft,~~;"~iie141~e~'"o.o~::i'o~omple~. ouq
C. BEHR, 11'0 W. 82d !Street, N, Y••

E~K

HEAD P'QZZLE.
J'ust out ancl one of the
most fascinating pt17.zles on
the market. The stunt Is to
separate the antlers and rejoin them. It look. easy, but
try It and you will admit that
It Is without exception the best puzzle )'OU
bave ever seen. Yoµ can't leave It alone.
Ml\ de of silvered metal. Price 12c.; s tor
~Oc., s~nt by ma.II. postpaid.
C. UEHR, 150 W. 62d Street, N. Y.
THE

1\JAGIC JJ;\RD BOX.-A. very pleverly mad•
box of e:i:chanflng or va.nt,hlng cards. In fact,
any number o tricks of thla charact~r can b~
A very rwcessary mairlcal
p~rformed by It.

The latest novelty out 1 DI she• an6
plates will stlck to the table, cups to tbe
snucers like 1;lue. Put one under n glass
and Lben try to lift It. You can't. Lote ot
fun . Always put It on a smooth surface
and wet the rubber. Many other tricks
cnn he accol!.pl!she!l with this novelty.
Price 12 cts. e11cb by mall. postpaid.
C. BEilR, 150 W. 6~<1 Street, N. Y.

-

LAU<ilfABLE EGG TRIOK.
Tll!s ~ the funniest
"rlc•k eYer exhibited and
always produces roars
ot laughter. The performer says to the audience that he requires
some ep;p;s tor one of
blo experiments. As na
spectator carries anyj
be calls his assistant, taps him on top o
the head, he ~ags, and an egg comes out ol
bli mouth. This Is repeated until six eggs
are produced. It ls an easy trick to perform, ~nee you know bow. and always
makes a bit. · Directions 1?iven for working
It. Price, 25 cents by mall. postpaid.
Woll!' Novelty Co,. 168 W. Z3d St., N. T.

•

9
,..,,
"JtNOCK-OU:I:" C4RD TRJCK.-Flve card1

are shown, front and back, and there are no
~wo cards allk". You place some of them in a
handkerchief and ask any person to hold them
by the corner• in full view o! the audience.
You now take the remaining- cards and request
anyone to name any card shown. This done..
you repeat the name of tho card and state
that you will cause tt to tnvtslbly leave your
hand and pass into the handkerchief, where tt
will be round among the other cards. At the
word "Go!" you show that the chosen card
has vanished, leaving abeolutely only two

cp.rds.

'l'he handkerchief is unfolded by any

perwon, and in it Is found the identical card.
Recommended very highly.. Prlce Ilic. e1tch

by mall,

postpaid.

\Your Nonlty co .. 188

w.

23d' St.. N. Y.

MIKADO

IJllITATION GIANT DIAJllONDS.

Diamond rings or studs or
half·lnch and one inch In di·
ameter are heard of In stt>rle•
only. We have them imitated
by prodigious sparkling stones
which will deceive the glance
of any spectator. Price, by
.
mall, postpaid, small size, 250 each ·; large
size, soc each.

Tbls Is the latest 'novelty out. The mouse
When
Is of a very natural appearance.
placed upon a mirror, wall, window or any
other smooth surface, it will creep slow17
dowmYard without leaving the perpendlcula r surface. It Is furnished with an adhesive gum-roll underneath which makes
It stick. Very amusing to both young and
olcl. Price, ten cents by mall.

PUZZLE.

Imported from Japan.
This ueut little puzzle
· consists of six strangely
cut pieces of white wood
unassembled. 1•he trick
is to so assemble the
blocks as to form a six·
point cross. Price 12c,
by mail, postpaid.

.
k

I

H. F. LANG, 1815 Cen·
tre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

H. F. LANG, 181/S Centre St .• B'klyn, N. Y.
THE CREEPING MOUSE.

BLOCK

PRIZE-FIGHT
WILLARD-JOHNSON
PUZZLE.
Four strips of -::n·dboard,
~

. PAPEL BLANCO.

-

Four cards are plnccd In a
hat. 1 One card is remo\"ed

and

the

l.ialunce

uow

ure

shown to IJe cllanged to
IJ!ank cards. The curd~ can
lie thoroughly e:rnrnlned.
Price lOc, by mail. postpRld.

each three inches by one
and a .bait inches, showing H. F. LANG_, 1Sl5 Centre st .• B'kll n, N. Y.
Willard and Johnson ln
postures.
various absurd
NUT AND BOLT l'l)ZZLE.
The solution in tbe puzzle
A very ingeniou • puzzle,
· lies in ~o arr an glng the
WOLFF Novelty Oo.; 168 W, 2Sd St., N, Y.
consisting ot a n11t and
strips that they show Wil·
with a ring .fastened
bolt
larCi in the complete picture, the heavyon the shank, which canELECTRIC
Price, lOc, by mall.
weight champion.
removed u111,.ss the
be
not
postpaid, with directions.
nut is removed. The question is ·bow to reFRANK SMITH. SSS Lenox An., N. Y. move the nut. Price, lllc, by mall po stpaid
'

Cl

FRANK SJllITH. S8S Lenox A~·e.• N.

THE TANTALIZER PUZZLE.

Consists of one horizontal and one perp~.ndic
ular piece of hlghl;Y pol:
!shed metal bent ln such
a manner that wheU as·
sembled it seems utterly impossible lo get
them apart, but by following the directions
lt ls very easliy accompllshed. This one is
a brain twister. Price lOc, by mall, postpaid. with directions.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
PHANTOM CARDS,

From tlve cards three
are mentall7 • selected b7
an7 one, plaoed 1mder an
handkerchief,
ordinary
performer withdraws two
cards, the ones not se•
lected; the performer in·
vltes any one to remove
the other two, and to the great astonishment
of all the~ have actually disappeared. No
sleight·of·nand. Recommended as the most
ingenious car dtrick ever invented. Price
lOc, by mail.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City,

Built up or a large
number of grooved
\ 'ery
Pieces M wood.
difficult to take npart,
ano: very difficult to put
together. It can be "<>
dissected as to make n
bank of it and when re·
assembled would de!y
_ tbe most lngenlons bonk
burglar ,outside of prison. Price 35e, by
mall, postpaid.
FRANK SMITH, SSS Lenox AvP., N. y,
THE WAR FOUNTAIN PEN.
A very handsome fountain pen ~nse

· to which Is attached a pocket bolder
neatly made of metal and highly
nickel-plated. When your friend de·
sires the use ot your pen nud gets It.
he is very much astonished whi'n he
removes tbe cap by the s :1d<1t'n anr!
loud noise of the explosion tl1nt oc·
curs, and yet a little paper cap does
it all. Price, S5c, by mail. r. ostpaid.

FRA.NK SllllTH, SSS Lenox An.,

N.

READ THIS ONE!

"MovinU Picture Stories"
A WEEKLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PHOTOPLAYS AND PLAYERS

PRICE 6c PER COPY
_...
-PRICE 6c PER COPY
THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
ENJOY YOURSELF!
BUY A COPY!
.
..,.,._
Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits of Prominent Performers I
OpT EVERY FRIDAY
READING
OF
32 PAGES
EACH NUMBER CONTAINS
New Portraits and Biographies of Actors and Actresses
Six Stories of the Best Films on the Screen.s
·
Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Plays
Interesting Articles About Prominent People in the Films
Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studios and while Picture-making
Lessons in Scenario Writing, and names of Comp~nies who buy your plays
Poems, Jokes, and every bright Feature of Interest in Making Moving Pictures
THIS LITTLE. MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANY OTHER SIMILAR PUBLICATION ON THE 'MARKET!
Its authors are the very best that money can procure; its profuse illustrations are exquisite, and its special arti·
.
cles are by the greatest experts in t4eir particular line.
No amount of money is being spared to make this publication the very best of its kind in the world.
Buy a copy NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 6 cents in money or postage-stamps, and we will mail you
any number you desire

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, 166 Weat 23d Street, New York City
"

y:

JAPANESE BANK PUZZLE.

Y.

WILD WEST WEEKLY
760 Young Wild West and the Diamond Dagger; or, The Mex!·
can Girl's Revenge.
781 Yd~~fo::.~? West at Silver Shine; or, A Town Run by "Ten-

-LATEST ISSUES-·'148 Young Wlld West's Cowboy Circus: or, Fun at the Mlnlnl'
Camps.
For sale by all newsdealers, or ,wl!l be sent to any address on
receipt ot price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamp1.
NOTIC~The following numbers PRICE SIX CENTS.
749 Young Wlld West At Pike's Pealt; or, Arlette's Strange Dil750

Y:gf;aV:N~e.West's Slx Shots, and the Change They Made At
Dead Man's Mark.

·

751 Young Wlld West At the Little Blg Horn; or, The Last Stand

ot the Cavalry.

752 Young Wlld West's Big Blutr; or, Playing A Lone Hand. dlt
758 Young Wild West At Bowle Bend; or, The Ban of the Ban
Band.
·
754 Young Wlld West's Ton ot Gold; or, The Accident to Arletta.
7511 Young Wild West's Green Corn Dance; or, A Lively Time
WI tll the ·Pawnees.
756 Young Wild West and the Cowboy King; or, Taming a Texas
"Terror."
7117 Young Wild West's Pocket of Gold; or, Anetta's Great Dilcovery.
758 Young Wild West and "Shawnee Sam"; or, ~be Half-Breed'•
Treachery.
759 Young Wlld West's Covered Trail; or, Arletta and the
Avalanche.
For sale by all ne~sde9.Iers, or will be sent to any address on

762 Young Wild West Surrounded by Sioux; or, Arietta and the

Aeronaut.
763 Young Wild West and the "Puzzle ot the Camp"; or, The
Girl Wb.o Owned the Gulch.
.
764 Young Wild West and the Mustangers; or, The Bose of the
Broncho Busters.
765 Young Wild West After the Apaches; or, Arietta's Arizona
· Adventure.
766 Young Wild West Routing the Robbers; or, Saving Two
Million Dollars.
767 Young Wild West 'l!.t Rattlesnake Run; or, krietta's Deal
With Death.
768 Young Wild West's Winning Streak; or, A Straight Trail to
Tombstone.
769 Young Wild West's Lightning Lariat; or, Arietta and the
Road Agents.
770 Young Wild West's Red-Hot Ride; or, Pursued by the
Comanches.
771 Young Wlld West and the Blazed Trail; or, Arietta as a
Scout.
772 Young Wild West's Four of a Kind; or, A Curious Combination.
receipt of price 6 cents per copy, In money or postage st;amps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publishe;:,

:68 West· 23rl

~t.:

N. Y.

IF . YOU WANT ANY BACK"' NUMBERS

our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and fill
in your Order and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by return mail.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
168 West 23d St., N. Y.
Df

O UR

T E 'N -CE NT

HAND

BOOKS

No. 1. NAFOLEON'S ORACULUM AND
No, 14. HOW TO HAKE ()ANDY.-A comNo. lll, HOW TO BECOME A SPEAB:DBEAlll BOOK.-Containing the great oracle plete band-book for making all kinds of EJL.-Contalning fourteen Illustrations, glv~
of human destiny; also the true meaning of candy, lee-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
Ing the dltrerent positions requisite to beaJmost any kind of dreams, together with
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL. come a good speaker, reader and elocuUonist.
charms, ceremonies, afid curious games of --One of the brightest and most valuable .Also containing gems from all the popular
cards
little books ever given to the world. Ewery- authors of prose and poetry.
No." 2. HOW TO DO TB.ICKS,-Tbe great body wishes to know hQw to become bea11tlbook of magic and card tricks, containing tu!, both male and female. The secret ls
No, 32. HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.full instruction on all the leading car<.l tricks eimple, and almost costless.
Containing instructions for beginners, choicG>
of the day, also the most popular magical
No, 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN ETE· of a machine, hints on training, etc:. .A.
mus!ons as performed by our leading magl- NING PARTY.-A complete compendium of complete book. Full of practical llluatraclans; every boy should obtain a copy of sames, sports, card diversions, comic reel tatione.
thi b k
tions, etc., suitable for parlor or drawlngc
No, 85. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-.A. com.Jo ~~ ·HOW TO FLIRT.-Tbe arts and room entertainment. It contains more for
plete and useful little book, containfng th•
wjles" of 111rtatlon are fully explained by this the money than any book published.
rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle,
little book. Besides the various methods of
No. Ill, HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The backgammo.n, croquet, dominoes, efo.
handkercMef,' fan, glove, parasol, window most complet& bunting and fishing guide
N
an.d ·bat 11.lrtatlon, it contains a full list of ever published. It contains full instructions
o. 86. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS
the language and ·sentiment of 1!owers.
about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping -Containing all the leading conundrums of
No. L HOW TO DANCE is the title of and fishing, together with description of . the day, amusing riddles, curious catcbee.
this little book. It contains full instructions eame and ftsh.
.
and witty sayings.
in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ballNo. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.No. 88, HOW TO BECOME YOUR QWN'
room and at parties, how to dress, and. full Heller's second eight explained by his forDOCTOR.-A wonderful book,.contafning:
directions for calling otr In all popular mer assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. ExJllalnlng useful and practical Information in the treataquare dances.
bow the secret dialogues were carried on bement of ordinary diseases and ailments c'omNo. 5, HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A com- tween the magician and the boy on the _ mon to every family. Abounding in useful
ma:rriage, stage: also giving all the codes and signals. and ell'ective recipes for general complainte,
P lete guide to Jove, courtship and
d tl
tt t
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAl\1!;1.•iving, sens!ble a d vi ce, ru l es an e que e 0 This little book gives
the explanation to all
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POVLbe observed, with many curious and interest- ,..1 d
f
TRY, PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A useful
Ing things not generally known.
• n s o dreams, tosether with lucky and
No. e. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE. unlucky days.
:a~ Instructive book. Handsomely mustrat-Glving fu!I in.struction for the -11Se of
No. H. HOW T6 WRI~E LETTERS TO
dl!mbbells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, hori- GENTLEHEN.-Containlng full instructions
No. CO. HOW TO MA.KE AND SET'
sontal bars and various other methods of for writing to gentlemen on all subjects.
T.RAFS.-lncludlng hints on bow to catch> .
25 · HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.
..
_
I
l
d
b
altb
uscle
·
contain
No.
moles,
weasels, otter. rats, squirrels and·
....,ve op ng a goo • e
Ym
•
· -Containing full Instructions for all kinds
•
Ing over sixty Illustrations.
ot gymnastic sports and athletic exercises. birds. Also bow to cure skins. CopiouslT
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BffiDS.-Hand- Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Pro- lllustrated.
1omely illustrated and containing full In- fessor w. Macdonald.
No. <IL THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END>
1tructlons for the management and training
No. 26. HOW TO BOW, SA.IL AND
MEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Contalning a great
ot the canary, mockingbird, bobolink, black- BUILD A BOAT.-F'ully mustriited. Full variety of the latest jokes used by the most
bird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
Instructions are given in this little book, tofamous end men. No amateur minstrels la.
No. 9,• HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILO- getber with instructions on swimming and
complete without this wonderful little book.
QUIS'.l'.-By Harry Kennedy. Every lntelll· riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 42 . THE BOYS OF NEW "'·YOR.,,.
cent boy reading this book of Instructions
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK
"
""'
can. master the art, and create · any amount OF RECITATIONS.-Containlng the most STUMP SPEAKER.-Conta!nlng a varied asof tun tor himself and friends. It ls the popular selections In use, comprising Dutch
eortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
sreatest book ever published.
dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish diaand Irish. Also end men's Jokes. Just the
No 10. HOW TO BOX.-Tbe art of self- lect pieces, together with many standard
thing for home amusement and amateur
defense made easy. Containing over thirty readings.
shows.
l.Uustratlons of guar.ds, blows, and the differNo. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.No. 48. HOW TO BECOME A. MAGICIAN.
ent position of a good boxer. Every boy Everyone Is desirous of kn.owing what hil -Containing the grandest assortment of
1bould obtain one ot these useful and In· future life will bring forth, whether bappimagical Illusions ever placed before the
1truct!ve books, as It will teach you how to ness or misery, wealth or poverty. You can
public. Also tricks wlth cards, incantations,
box without an Instructor.
tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one etc.
No. 11 HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET· and be convinced.
No. « . HOW TO WRITE IN AN AL'l'ERS.-A most complete little book, containNo. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVEN- BUJ\1.-A grand collection of Album Verses'
ing full directions for writing love-letters, TOB.-Every boy should know how invensuitable for any time and occasion, embracand when to use them, giving specimen let- tlons originated. This book explains them
Ing Lines of Love, Affection, Sentiment, Buters for young and old.
·
all, giving examples In electricity, hydraulics,
mor, ·Respect, and Condolence, also Verses
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics,
Suitable for Valentines and Weddings.
LADIES.-Giving complete Instructions for etc.
writing letters to ladles on all subjects; also
No. so. HOW TO COOK.--One of the most
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK 1\IINletters of Introduction, notes and requests.
Instructive books on cooking ever published. STREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-SomeNo 13 HOW TO DO IT· OR BOOK OF It contains recipes for cooking meats, ftsh,
thing new and very instructive. •Every boy
ETIQUETTE.-lt is a great lite' secret, and game, and oysters; also pies, pqddlngs
&hon.Id obtain this book, a1 it contains full•
one that every young man desires to know cakes and all kinds of pastry, and a grand
instructions for organizing an amateur mln·
all about. There's happiness in It.
colle~t!on ot redpea
strel trouoe. •
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, lOc. per copy, or 3 for 25c.. ill mone7 or postage stamps, bJ.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

.

168 West 23d St.. N. !,..

